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Abstract
A useful method for understanding discretization error in the numerical solution of ODEs 
is to compare the system of ODEs with the modified equations, the equations solved 
by the numerical solution, which are obtained through backward error analysis. Using 
symplectic integration for Hamiltonian ODEs provides more insight into the modified 
equations. In this thesis, the ideas of symplectic integration are extended to Hamiltonian 
PDEs, such that the symplectic structure in both space and time is exactly preserved. 
This paves the way for the development of a local modified equation analysis solely as a 
useful diagnostic tool for the study of these types of discretizations.
In particular, the multi-symplectic Euler, explicit mid-point, and Preissman box schemes 
are considered for general multi-symplectic equations. It is shown that these methods ex­
actly preserve a multi-symplectic conservation law, as well as semi-discrete conservation 
laws of energy and momentum, and in some specific cases other fully discrete conserva­
tion laws. For a full discretization, local conservation laws of energy and momentum are 
not, in general, preserved exactly, but using Taylor series expansions one obtains a mod­
ified multi-symplectic PDE. Then, the modified equations are used to derive modified 
conservation laws that are preserved to higher order along the numerical solution.
It is also shown that the modified equations for linear problems converge to the numerical 
scheme, and numerical dispersion relations are also derived, giving more insight into 
the behavior of each method. The idea of multi-symplectic integration and modified 
equations are also applied to Hamiltonian PDEs with added dissipation. It is shown that 
it is possible to numerically preserve dissipation properties of the PDE, making it clear 
that a key characteristic of multi-symplectic integrators is that there is no dissipation 
added by the discretization. Various model problems are considered through out the 
thesis, including the Korteweg-de Vries and nonlinear wave equations.
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Introduction and Background M aterial
A wide class of problems in the study of dynamical systems, which are fundamental to 
understanding classical mechanics, are classified as Hamiltonian systems. The dynamics 
modeled by these problems are known to be conservative. In addition, the types of appli­
cations for these systems are numerous and cover many fields, including applications in 
celestial mechanics, particle dynamics, plasma physics, optics, and wave motion. In fact, 
as Whitham [56] put it, “almost any field of science or engineering involves some ques­
tions of wave motion,” and in many applications, such as ocean waves and atmospheric 
flow, a conservative model is accurate.
These are the types of problems considered throughout this thesis, and in particular we 
are concerned with numerical simulation for Hamiltonian partial differential equations 
(PDEs), which are essential to the theory of wave phenomena. Numerical computation 
of solutions for these problems is often very important for visualizing the behavior of a 
particular dynamical system. More importantly, exact solutions for applications are dif­
ficult to achieve due to the nonlinearity of these problems, and numerical approximations 
are often the best one can hope for.
Recent trends in the numerical computation of solutions for difterential equations have 
changed, and this change can be attributed to seeing a numerical method as a dynamical 
system. One way to discern the accuracy and efficiency of a numerical method is to 
analyze particular trajectories, but this is clearly not the best way to malce general 
conclusions concerning the overall behavior of a method. Hence, a more favorable view­
point is to compare the behavior of a numerical scheme to that of the problem it is being 
used to solve.
This new view-point has led to a field of study all its own, known as geometric integration. 
The main idea behind geometric integration is to preserve the underlying structure or 
certain geometric properties of particular equations. For example, there are methods
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that give approximations which lie on a manifold which is defined by the problem, such 
as Lie group methods. There are also methods which preserve first integrals of the 
equations and symmetric methods are known to preserve the reversibility of certain 
systems. Numerical structure preservation for differential equations has proven to be 
extremely useful for improving the qualitative behavior of numerical solutions and for 
yielding more accurate long-time integration.
Regarding structure preservation for Hamiltonian systems more specifically, it is im­
portant to preserve the symplectic structure of the system, and deriving such schemes 
for ordinary differential equations (ODEs) has become almost routine. These types of 
schemes are commonly used by the scientific community in many applications, including 
celestial mechanics and molecular dynamics. Our focus is the extension of symplectic 
integration to PDE applications with a concentrated study on the effects certain dis­
cretizations have on the intrinsic properties of Hamiltonian PDEs.
Concerning the behavior of symplectic integrators, it is essential to know how well a par­
ticular scheme approximates the exact solution of certain problems. The only completely 
accurate way to find the error in the numerical solution is to compare it with the exact 
solution, but obviously this is not always possible, and in this new framework, in which 
we consider the behavior of a numerical method, it becomes increasingly more difficult. 
Hence, it is necessary to creatively find other means for deriving error estimates and for 
showing that a numerical method yields the desired solution behavior. One method for 
understanding a numerical method is to consider the differential equation that is actually 
solved by the numerical solution through what is known as backward error analysis, and 
Hamiltonian systems clear the way for a useful interpretation of backward error analysis.
1.1 H am iltonian  O DEs
Before introducing Hamiltonian dynamics, it is important to understand it’s foundations 
in Lagrangian mechanics, because the connection will become significant as we make a 
transition to conservative PDEs. Based on Newton’s laws of motion, the positions of 
objects, denoted by the column vector q{t) =  q — (gi, %, - - -, %)^, obey the system of 
differential equations, known as the Lagrange equations,
=  Lg, where L = T  — V
such that T  =  T(g, q) denotes the kinetic energy and V = V{q) denotes the potential 
energy. Here and throughout, we define 77 = dï^/dt, for any rj = r]{t) and let subscripts
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denote partial derivatives in the usual way unless stated otherwise, i.e. L^ j — dL/dr} is a 
row vector of partial derivatives.
Based on this formulation, one can derive Hamilton’s equations, which make the un­
derstanding of such systems more simple. This can be done by first defining the new 
variables p — (pi,p2, • • • such that
Pj = ^q j(9 , 9 ) for y =  1 ,2 ,...  ,d, (1.1)
are known as the conjugate momenta, and defining the function
H{p,q) = p ^q  -  L{q,q),
which is accomplished by stating q in terms of p and q using a Legendre transform (cf. 
[28, page 169]) in conjunction with (1.1). This immediately implies
>rdq dL dL dq dL .j.
and
This implies Hamilton’s equations
-V ,L f(p ,g), g =  VpH(p,g), (1 .2 )
where we introduce the gradient notation
H q { p , q )  =  V g H { p , q ) ,  H j { p , q )  =  V . p H { p , q ) ,
and H  is known as the Hamiltonian, representing the total energy of the system.
From another point of view, Hamilton’s equations can be derived from a Lagrangian 
formulation in a different way, which is more useful for the formulations used throughout 
this thesis. Consider the Lagrangian density
L{y.y)  =  i / J ' ! )  -  H{y),
where H  : —>■ E is a smooth function, and where we introduce the matrix
(  f i d  O d  )  ’
such that Id is the d x d  identity matrix, and 0^ is the d x d  matrix consisting of all zeros. 
In this case, the Lagrangian L = L{y,y)  is irregular or singular, meaning the relationship 
between the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian are not firmly established by writing y in
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terms of y using a Legendre transform. Nevertheless, the positions q and the momenta 
p, obey an Euler-Lagrange equation (derived in Appendix A) of the form
— Lÿ =  Ly, (1.4)
where (p^, q^)^  =  p(t) G Throughout the remainder of the text, we use the notation 
(/i, z/)^, where p and u are column vectors, to denote the column vector made up of p 
and %/, so that y takes the simpler form 2/ =  (p, g)^. This implies
0  =  -  A  =  ^  +  Hy{y) = +  Hy{y),
and we obtain a Hamiltonian ODE in the general form
Jy  =  VyHiv),  (1.5)
which is a compact form of (1 .2 ).
It is a well known fact that Hamiltonian systems of this form have two particularly 
important properties that determine the dynamics of the system. First of all, the total 
energy, denoted by the Hamiltonian H,  is constant for all time. This is easily seen by 
noting that
^ H ( y )  = { V y H { y ) f  y  = - f j y  =  0,
because J  is skew-symmetric. Thus, H  is constant along trajectories, and this implies 
conservation of total energy.
The second important property of these systems concerns their symplectic structure. By 
definition, a map 'ip{y) : E^^ E^^ is symplectic if the Jacobian dyijj satisfies
[dyipf'j[dy'tp]~3.  (1 .6 )
Assuming i^tiy) is the time t flow map of (1.5), we get the variational equation
— J H y y d y ' l p t i
which implies
T
q't J  [^y V*t] 4" [^ y'0 t] J  
=  [dyi^tf HyyJ-'^J [Ôy’lPt] P  [ O y ^ f  J^^^Hyy [dyT^ t]
—  — [dy'll^t] Nyy [d y 'lp t] +  [^ y'*/’t] Nyy [ d y lp t ]
=  0 ,
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND MATERIAL
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Figure 1.1: For a step size of .005 over ten periods, comparison of explicit (dashed) 
and symplectic (solid) Euler schemes for the Kepler problem, and a comparison of the 
modified (solid) and unmodified (dotted) Hamiltonians for the symplectic scheme (lower 
right),
since the Hessian Hyy is symmetric and =  — J. Now, since =  id  implies 
[dy’tpo]  ^J  [dytpol =  J) we know that the flow map of any canonical Hamiltonian sys­
tem is symplectic. In fact, a differential equation is locally Hamiltonian if and only if its 
flow map is symplectic (cf. [28, Theorem 2.6]). This conservation of symplecticity leads 
to certain implications regarding a set of initial conditions for the differential equation. 
Specifically, the volume defined by a set of points in phase space that are used as initial 
conditions for a Hamiltonian system is constant, and hence conserved, for all time.
Since the symplectic structure is so significant to the definition of a Hamiltonian system, 
it is desirable to have numerical methods that preserve this property. Such schemes are 
known as symplectic integrators, and they have proven to be both accurate and efficient 
in the long-time approximation of solutions to Hamiltonian ODEs [6 , 18, 26, 50, 52]. 
This is due to the numerical reproduction of the qualitative solution behavior.
To demonstrate this fact, we use the Kepler problem with two degrees of freedom, given
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by the system of differential equations
for j  = 1,2. This is equivalent to the Hamiltonian system (1.5) with
=  (1.8)
where p — (pi,P2 )^ and q = {qi,q2 )^- Figure 1 . 1  shows a vast difference in behavior 
between the explicit and symplectic Euler schemes applied to this problem. The orbits for 
the explicit scheme spiral away from the exact solution, but the orbits of the symplectic 
scheme remain close to the exact orbit. We also notice that the energy is not conserved 
exactly for either scheme, but the energy drift for the explicit scheme is significant, while 
the symplectic scheme shows no significant drift in energy, leading to  good long-time 
approximations.
Numerically, one would like to preserve as many properties of the exact evolution equation 
as possible. However, it is often not possible to numerically conserve both energy and the 
symplectic structure. As a result, it is important to ask how well symplectic integrators 
preserve the energy conservation property. A useful method for answering this question is 
known as backward error analysis, in which a system of differential equations is compared 
with the modified equations that are satisfied by the numerical solution, and this is one 
of the best ways to analyze the effects of discretization error in a numerical solution.
Currently, there are many results concerning the backward error analysis of numerical 
methods for ODEs. In particular, the modified equations of a Hamiltonian system are
also locally Hamiltonian if the integrator used is symplectic [6 ]. Since the modified
equations are Hamiltonian and represent the numerical method, intuition says that the 
scheme preserves energy conservation as well. Yet, in practice, the modified equations 
cannot always be found exactly. In fact, they are found to high order by truncating an 
asymptotic series expansion, and we are not guaranteed that these expansions converge. 
But, it is true that the total energy is conserved up to an exponentially small term, and 
this ensures that long-time simulations remain accurate. For an in-depth discussion on 
these results refer to Hairer, Lubich, and Wanner [28], and references therein.
Though some of these remarks are made more precise in later sections, this can be 
demonstrated through the Kepler problem. In the lower right-hand corner of Figure
1 . 1  we plot the numerical solution along the modified (truncated after the first term) 
and unmodified Hamiltonians, showing that the numerical solution conserves energy 
remarkably well.
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Similar numerical results have been obtained in the context of PDEs. However, the 
extension of symplectic integration to Hamiltonian PDEs was only introduced within 
the last ten years (cf. [38]), and the study of local properties of such schemes has only 
taken place within the last five years (cf. [15, 36]). Though many of the methods that 
fall under this category have been used in applications for quite some time, this new 
geometric approach has granted a better understanding of their behavior. Since this 
topic is still in its infancy, little is known or understood about such schemes, and it is 
our intent to extend our understanding of symplectic integration for ODEs to multi- 
symplectic integration for PDEs.
1.2 E xten sion  to  P D E s
Before discussing the ideas behind the extension of symplectic integration to Hamiltonian 
PDEs, we m ust first introduce the equations. Given a functional
H[z]= J  JP'(z,Za:)dæ,
where z ~  z[x,t)  is a vector of state variables, denote the Frechet derivative of H  by the 
row vector (of functions)
=  .Fz -  (1.9)
where we use as shorthand notation for a partial derivative with respect to 77. The 
origin of this formulation can be found in Appendix A, where a brief introduction to 
the calculus of variations is presented, and where the relation between Hamiltonian and 
Lagrangian dynamics for systems of PDEs is made more clear. Then we can introduce 
an analog of the gradient such that
Using this notation, we consider the most common formulation for Hamiltonian PDEs 
as infinite dimensional systems defined by
Jzt  =  (1 .1 0 )
similar to (1.5), where H  is known as the Hamiltonian.
This formulation for Hamiltonian PDEs can be obtained from a Lagrangian functional, 
given by
C[z] = j  Ldtàx,  (1.11)
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where
L — Zt, Zx) ~  *^(^) % )I
is known as the Lagrangian density. This is done using the Euler-Lagrange equation
Lz =  dtLzt +  dxLz^, (1 .1 2 )
which yields equation (1 .1 0 ).
The Lagrangian used in this derivation is irregular, but for problems in first order field 
theory, such as the nonlinear wave equation, Hamilton’s equations can easily be found 
using a regular Lagrangian. In this case the relation between the Lagrangian and the 
Hamiltonian is made precise with a Legendre transform. However, the Legendre trans­
form used in this derivation is only a partial Legendre transform, meaning the picture 
is not complete. Such equations have a symplectic structure in time, and this formu­
lation has been useful for proving results, but it is possible to consider Hamiltonian 
PDEs that employ a symplectic structure in space as well, and such a formulation may 
become even more useful. This was first noted by Bridges [10], who used a full Legen­
dre transform to obtain a Hamiltonian system with a multi-symplectic structure. These 
results are demonstrated in the following text for the nonlinear wave equation, but in 
our general derivations we continue to use an irregular Lagrangian to derive the same 
multi-symplectic equations, making the extension to higher order field theories straight­
forward.
Consider the Lagrangian formulation (1.11) such that
i  =  i  {z'^Kzt +  -  S{z), (1.13)
where S  is a. smooth function, % is the d-dimensional vector of state variables,
and K, L € are constant skew-symmetric matrices that can be singular. Now using
the Euler-Lagrange equation (1.12) implies
- i  {dt (Kz) + % (Lz) +  Kzt + L%) +  V .5(z) =  0.
Hence,
Kzt + Lzx = V^S{z),  (1.14)
and this is a natural generalization of the Hamiltonian system (1.10) on a multi-
symplectic structure. In fact, several Hamiltonian PDEs can be formulated in this way, 
including nonlinear Schrodinger, Boussinesq, Korteweg-de Vries, Zakharov-Kuznetsov,
and nonlinear wave equations. For examples of PDEs that have been formulated this
way refer to [9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 16].
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To demonstrate this for a particular problem, we use the nonlinear wave equation as an 
example. Assuming the spatial domain [0 , Z] and the time domain consider the
Lagrangian functional
C =  f  f  L dxd t  (1.15)JiO Jo
with the Lagrangian density
L =  L{ut,Ux,u) =  i-ut -  (t{ux) -  f{u),
where cr and /  are smooth functions and u — u{x,t)  for x , t  E M. Then, using the
variational principle, we derive the nonlinear wave equation
utt =  dxO-\ux) -  f { u ) ,  (1.16)
from the Euler-Lagrange equation
dtLut +  dxLua; — Lu — 0 .
To put this in Hamiltonian form, one merely uses the Legendre transform v =  Lut =  ,
implying the first order in time system of equations
Ut — il^x) ~  f  ('a), u ^ — v.
Then it becomes clear that this system is just (1.10) with z =  (u,u)^,
J  =  ^ J ^ and H{u,v)  = +  (7{ux) +  / ( u ) l  dæ.
On the other hand, setting a{w) =  w^/2  gives the semi-linear wave equation
y>tt = Uxx -  f { u ) ,  (1.17)
which is a well known nonlinear generalization of Klein-Gordon equation. Then, using a 
Legendre transform such that w =  Ly^ = Ux implies this equation is equivalent to
Wx — ^kt + f { u ) ,  Ux —W.
This is a Hamiltonian system in space for
H{u,w) = + {utŸ) -  f {u )^  dt
with an associated symplectic structure in space.
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Combining these two formulations, equation (1.16) can also be stated as a system of 
first-order equations such that
- v t  -  Px = f { u ) ,  0 = p  +  <j'(w), Ux=W.
This is equivalent to a multi-symplectic PDE (1.14) where we have taken
K =
(1.18)
/  0 - 1 0 0 \ /  0 0 0 -11 0 0 0 and L = 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 J V 1 0 0 0 I
with z =  (u,u, W;p)^, and
6 "(z) =  — -t-pw +  o-(w) +  f(u).
The move to a multi-symplectic formulation for Hamiltonian PDEs has made the the­
ory behind such systems more transparent in many respects. This has become obvious 
through the simple analysis of local properties of such systems [9, 10] and through the 
study of stability for traveling wave solutions [11, 12, 13, 14]. It has also become very 
useful for the study of discretizations for such systems by making the extension from 
symplectic integration to multi-symplectic integration simple [15, 51].
Multi-symplectic integration has been presented by Marsden, Patrick, and Shkoller [36], 
who use the multi-symplectic structure of wave equations. Their approach derives a 
numerical scheme from the Lagrangian formulation in first-order field theory using a 
discrete variational principle. Our approach to multi-symplectic integration, which was 
suggested by Bridges and Reich [15], is based on the multi-symplectic structure of the 
equations. This approach uses the application of a symplectic method to each inde­
pendent variable, and defines multi-symplectic integrators as methods that preserve a 
discrete version of a multi-symplectic conservation law.
Numerical results show that these schemes are superior to other numerical methods in 
many ways (cf. [3, 31, 58]). There is also numerical evidence that these schemes locally 
conserve energy and momentum remarkably well, though not exactly (cf. [51]). Note 
that local conservation of these properties is a much stronger result than the global 
conservation achieved in past results (cf. [38]).
The purpose of this thesis is to extend the ideas of symplectic integration for ODEs to 
PDEs by way of a multi-symplectic formulation with the aim of showing why some meth­
ods that are already commonly used work well for such problems. This is done in part
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through the development of a modified equations approach for these types of problems 
as a means of understanding the effects of the discretization on certain properties of the 
equation, which are local conservation laws [44, 45]. As a result, one receives a better 
understanding of the behavior of the method. In effect, the development of this approach 
is the main result.
There are few results concerning backward error analysis in relation to PDEs, compared 
to the results that have been achieved for ODEs. However, we must note that the idea 
of a modified PDE is not new. It has been presented by Warming and Hyett [55] as a 
means of determining the accuracy and stability of numerical integrators for PDEs in a 
different context, and M att hies [37] has performed a rigorous backward error analysis of 
a particular scheme for parabolic PDEs.
The outline is as follows. We begin with an explanation of the geometric properties as­
sociated with multi-symplectic PDEs, demonstrating how multi-symplectic, energy, mo­
mentum and other conservation laws can be derived directly from the multi-symplectic 
equation (1.14). Then the general space-time versions of the symplectic Euler, implicit 
midpoint, and explicit midpoint schemes are introduced along with their structure pre­
serving properties. This is followed by a thorough study of the application of these 
methods to linear equations, where it is possible to derive numerical dispersion relations 
that fully describe the numerical method and to show that the numerical solution is the 
exact solution of the fully modified equation. Since similar rigorous results for nonlin­
ear equations are difficult to achieve, we use backward error analysis to understand the 
behavior of each numerical scheme. This is done first by considering lattice differential 
equations, which are a large system of ODEs representing the PDE, usually by way of 
a spatial discretization. This enables one to use what is currently known concerning 
backward error analysis for ODEs. Then a new modified equations approach is intro­
duced, which describes the behavior of the numerical scheme applied to the PDE. This is 
followed by an application of multi-symplectic schemes to Hamiltonian PDEs with linear 
dissipation. Several model problems are are used throughout the text, and the thesis is 
concluded with numerical results demonstrating the analysis.
Multi-Symplectic PDEs
Before we can understand geometric integration for multi-symplectic PDEs, we must 
first understand the geometric properties of these types of equations. Specifically we 
need to understand what is meant by ‘multi-symplectic structure’. It is also important 
to understand other conservation laws inherited from the equations in order to know 
how well a numerical scheme behaves in relation to the problem being solved, because 
these properties play a major role in defining the dynamics of the systems. After these 
properties are understood, we discuss three numerical schemes, and show what properties 
they preserve exactly.
To begin, we introduce the conservation laws of symplecticity, energy, and momentum, 
that are discussed throughout this text. Each of these conservation laws can be derived 
from the equation (1.14), and in the following chapter we discuss these laws in light of 
multi-symplectic integration.
2.1 S ym p lecticity
For a, 6  : E ^ , let da and d 6  denote m-dimensional vectors of differentials. Then,
we define the wedge product such that
duj A dbj — da A d 6 ,
with the following properties. First, it is skew-symmetric, i.e.
da A d 6  =  —d 6 A da.
Second, it is bilinear, i.e.
da A {adb -j- /3dc) =  a d a  A d 6  +  /3da A dc, 
for any a,/3 G E. Based on this definition, we arrive at the following important result.
12
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C orollary  2 . 1  The identity
da A A d 6  =  A ^d a  A d 6 
is satisfied by the wedge product for any real, m  x m  matrix A.
Proof Suppose da =  (da i,da 2 , .. dani)^, d 6  =  (d6 i ,d 6 2 , . dbm)^, and A =
Then
da A A d 6  =  da% A (Andôi +  A%2 d62 +  , . .  +  Ain^d6^ )  +  . . .
. . .  +  da^  A (Aniid6 i ATn2 dÔ2 +  • • • +  Ammdbfn)
= A iidai A d6 i 4- Ai2 dai A d&2 +  . . .  -f Ai^^dai A dbm +  . . .
. . .  4" A-ui^da j^  ^A d6 j 4" A ^ 2 daTyi A d&2 4” • • ■ 4" AjYunda^ A d6y,^
~  (A ndoi +  ^ 2 ida 2 T  . . .  4" Amida^n) A db\ +  • • •
. . .  (AiTT^dai 4" A277ida2 4" ■ • • “h A^^da^^i) A d6 y^
=  A ^da A d 6 ,
and this completes the proof. □
This immediately implies the identities
da A J d 6  =  d 6  A J d a  (2.1)
for J  skew-symmetric, and
da A A d 6  =  —db A A da
for A symmetric. These identities are used repeatedly throughout the thesis in relation 
to symplecticity.
Using these properties for wedge product notation, Hamiltonian ODEs can be shown to 
be symplectic in such a way that the condition (1 .6 ) is stated
dy'ipt{y)dy A Jdyipt(y)ày = dy A Jdy,
which is equivalent to
dtoj =  0  for ^  ~  \  ^  J d ^ ) . (2 .2 )
Taking differentials of both sides of (1.5) yields the variational equation-
Jdÿ  =  Hyy{y)dy,
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and we can take the wedge product of dy  with this equation to get
dy A Jd y  =  dy A Hyy{y)dy =  0, 
because the Hessian Hyy is symmetric. Since
dy A Jd y  =  dÿ A Jdy, 
this implies (2 .2 ), and we refer to this property as conservation of symplecticity.
Now, consider the multi-symplectic equation (1.14). We derive the multi-symplectic 
conservation law following Bridges [9, 10]. The variational equation associated with 
(1.14) is
K dzt 4- Ld^a, =  Szz{z)dz, (2.3)
such that Szz{^) denotes the Hessian of S{z), and dz denotes the vector of differentials. 
After taking the wedge product of (2.3) and dz, we obtain
dz  A K dzt 4- dz A Ldza, — dz A Szz{z)dz = 0,
because the Hessian is symmetric. Then, using (2 .1 ), we get the identities
dz A K dzt =  dzt A K dz and dz A Ldz® =  dz^ A Ldz, (2.4)
which imply the conservation law of multi-symplecticity
dtu) 4- =  0, (2.5)
where 1 1 w =  -  (dz A K dz) and K =  -  (dz A L d z ) .
One can restrict this conservation law to the space of solutions by applying the pull-back
dz =  ztdt 4 - z%dæ.
which implies
w =  i  ((ztdt 4 - . a^jdx) A K  (ztdt 4 -2a;dæ))
— i  {ztdt A Kza;dæ 4- z^dx A Kz^dt)
=  {ztdt A Kza,dæ)
=  (z i,K zx)(dt A dec)
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and
K — {zt,Lza;){dt A dæ), 
where we denote the standard inner product on by (•,•). Hence,
dt {{zt,Kza;){dt A dx)) + dx {{zt,'Lza;){dt A dx)) -  0,
and this yields the conservation law
dt{zt,Kzai) +  dcc{zt,Lza,) = 0. (2 .6 )
The conservation law (2.5) can be simplified by taking a (non-unique) splitting of the 
matrices K  and L such that
K  =  K +H -K _ and L =  L + -fL _ , (2.7)
with
=  —K _ and =  —Li_. (2 .8 )
For first order field theories, such a splitting is naturally given by the Legendre transform. 
A splitting of this form immediately implies
dz A K-j-dz =  dz A K _dz and dz A L+dz =  dz A L_dz,
hence, (2.5) holds with
cu =  dz A K +dz and k = dz A L+dz.
This splitting also becomes helpful as we study multi-symplectic discretizations of (1.14), 
and this will become evident in the next chapter.
2,2 E nergy and M om entum
Following the analysis of Bridges [9, 10], we can derive the conservation laws of energy 
and momentum. Using the time invariance of (1.14), an energy conservation law can 
easily be derived by taking the inner product of (1.14) with z*. Then
(zt,Lza.) =  (zi, V^5'(z)), (2.9)
since the skew-symmetry of K  implies {ztyKzt) =  0. Noting that
1 1 (zt, Lzg) =  ~dt{z,liZx) +  ~dx{ztfïjz),
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and
{zt,V ,S{z)) = dtS{z), 
we obtain the energy conservation law
dtEd-dxF==0, (2.10)
where
E  =  5(z) +  i(za;,Lz) and E  =  i(z ,L zf) (2 .1 1 )
are known respectively as the energy density and the energy flux. Similarly, the spatial
invariance of (1.14) can be used to take the inner product of (1.14) and Zx to get
{zx,Kzt)  =  {zxyVzS{z)) =  dxS{z).
Since
(Za;,KZi) =  -<9a;(z, KZf) +  —5t(Za:jKz),
we have the momentum conservation law
dxG +  d tl  — 0 , (2 .1 2 )
for
G =  5(z) +  i(z t,K z ) and I  = ^{z,K zx).
We can also simplify the conservation laws of energy and momentum. Using the splitting 
(2.7)-(2.8) implies
{Zifhz^ — (Zi,L.|.Za;) 4“ (Zt,L_Za,)
=  (Zi,L+Z*) -  (Za,,L+Zi)
~  » L+z) i^(Za;, L.}.z) ,
and substituting this into (2.9) we obtain the energy conservation law (2.10), where the 
energy density and energy flux are given by
E  — 5(z) 4 -(za;,L+z) and F  =  - (z*, L+z). (2.13)
Similarly, the momentum conservation law can be simplified by noting that
dxS{z) = (za,,Kzt) =  dt(za;,K+z) -  % (zt,K +z).
Thus, the momentum conservation law is given by (2.12), where
G =  6 '(z) 4- (zt,K+z) and 7 = -(z^ jK + z).
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It is interesting to note that the conservation law (2.6) is equivalent to the one obtained 
from differentiation of the energy and momentum conservation laws such that
(%E +  ) -  at (a;«G+ w  =  0 .
Notice that the momentum conservation law is achieved by reversing the roles of space 
and time (the inner product is taken with rather than zt), and using the same steps 
used to get the energy conservation law. Thus, it is not necessary to derive each con­
servation law separately, and in order to avoid this redundancy in the remainder of the 
text, we shall consider only the energy conservation law in the general derivations with 
the understanding that the same holds for momentum, while both will be considered for 
specific case of the nonlinear wave equation.
2.3 Linear Sym m etries
According to Bridges [10], there may also be additional conservation laws for (1.14) 
related to linear symmetries. Essentially, this follows from Noether theory and derivation 
of the multi-symplectic PDE (1.14) from a Lagrangian formulation ( l.ll)-( l.lS ). More 
specifically, take a linear one-parameter family of linear coordinate transformations [48] 
given by the group action
g^{z) = e^®z, . (2.14)
which is chosen in such a way that it is symplectic with respect to both w and «. 
Symplecticity is equivalent to
B ^K  4 - K B =  0, B ^ L 4 -L B  =  0. (2.15)
Using these identities, the invariance of a Lagrangian under such a change of variables 
leads to
=  Im  “  y  ( I  Ke'^^zt) +  {e‘^ z ,  Le®®z*)) -  S  (e'^x)
i  ((z,Kzf) 4- (z,Lza,)) 4-5(z) ) dtdx.
Then, using the identity
+ + 0 (6 )^
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implies
0 =  ^ y  ((BZjKzt) +  {^jKBzi) +  (BZjLZa;) +  (ZjLBza;) “  2 (Bz, V25(z)))diclæ
= J  {'Bz,VzS{z)) dtdx
and we obtain the invariance condition
(Bz,V^5(z)) =  0. (2.16)
Direct application of (2.16) to the multi-symplectic PDE formulation (1.14) yields 
(Bz, Kz() 4- (BzjLza;) =  (Bz, Vz5'(z)) — 0, 
and using (2.15), this can be written as a conservation law
5i(z,K Bz) 4- ^a;(z,LBz) =  0. (2.17)
T he N onlinear Schrodinger E q u a tio n
To demonstrate this through an example, consider the NLS equation (cf. [20, 31])
i'ipt +  'fpxx +  =  0 ,
where ijj is complex-valued. Letting -ip =  u 4- iw, we can rewrite this as the system of 
equations
vt =  —u>xx — wV'{v‘^ 4- w^)
=  V x x  4- vV'{v^ 4- W )^,
which is a Hamiltonian system for
-S' =  “  y  i y ld - w l - V { v ^  -h w^)) dx.
Defining Tpx — cr-hi(p, this system of equations can also be written as the multi-symplectic 
PDE (1.14) where z =  (v, u;, cr, 0)^,
V Ü2 0 2  J  ’ V l 2 0 2
where J  is given in (1.3) with d =  1 and
5"(z) =  i  (cr^  4- 4- V(v^ 4- w^)) .
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This system is invariant under the action of the one-parameter group of rotations SO{2) 
[1 2 ], given by ^@(z) =  for
Ri9 =
cos 0 — sin^ 0 0 \
sinû cos 9 0 0
0 0 cos 9 — sin^
0 0 sin 9 cos 9 J
Now, define the matrix B such that
d=  fgG9(z)
9 - 0
Then
(z, KBz) =  ‘Up' +  and (z, LBz) =  2{v(p wcr), 
satisfies the conservation law (2,17),
Each of the conservation laws discussed in this section is preserved locally, and these 
formulations are made possible by the multi-symplectic structure of the PDE, This is in 
contrast to a Hamiltonian formulation which yields global conservation of densities and 
neglects the fluxes. We make the distinction here because the preservation of a local 
conservation law numerically is a stronger result than the global conservation that has 
been achieved in the past, and these are the issues discussed as we consider a numerical 
method.
Discretization Methods
In the current literature there are two approaches for defining symplectic one-step meth­
ods for ODEs. The first approach takes a Hamiltonian viewpoint and defines a symplectic 
method to be one in which the one-step map for the method is symplectic. The second 
approach takes the Lagrangian viewpoint and uses a discrete variational principle (cf. 
[28, Chapter 6 ] and references therein). Essentially, these two approaches are linked 
by the idea of generating functions. Now, as we work to extend the ideas of symplec­
tic integration for ODEs to that of PDEs, we can use similar approaches to define a 
multi-symplectic integrator.
The approach first used for defining a multi-symplectic integrator, was presented by 
Marsden, Patrick, and Shkoller [36] and is based on the variational approach. Originally, 
it was limited by the fact that it could only be used for first order field theories, though it 
has since been extended to second order field theories. We use a different approach, which 
is not affected by this limitation and is superior with regard to simplicity. This approach 
was first used by Bridges and Reich [15], and defines a multi-symplectic integrator as a 
numerical method that satisfies a discrete multi-symplectic conservation law. Though 
our approach is different from the variational approach, some of the methods obtained 
from each are the same, and since there is no analog of generating functions for PDEs, 
except for first order field theories, there is currently no natural connection between these 
two approaches.
Here and throughout the remainder of the thesis, we use the notation z”’’* to denote 
a numerical approximation of z(rc„,ti), for n = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  J  and i = 0,1, 2 , . . . ,  iVt^ , 
where J  is the number of grid points and N±s is the number of time steps. We also 
define l / J  — A x  =  x-^ — ^ n - i  and — F ) / N t g  — At =  — ti_i. We only consider
discretizations on a uniform mesh, and this requirement is essential for our analysis.
Using both forward and backward differences, we define discrete approximations to Zx
20
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by zTi+1,1 _  . ,71,1 _
S tz" '' ■.=   r —^  and C z " ’* :=Ax " Ax
and discrete approximations to zt by
„n,i+l „n,i „n,i _  ~n,i—1
where 5^ has been introduced for the sake of compact notation. Furthermore, we define 
the central difference approximation for second order derivatives with respect to x and t
S lz --  := ^  =  S iS : z ’'-\
:= — ~  ^
respectively.
3.1 T he Euler B ox Schem e
It was briefly discussed in the introduction tha t a multi-symplectic PDE, given by (1.14), 
exploits the symplectic structure for each independent variable x and t. Now, as we 
consider a discretization of (1.14), we use a similar idea and apply a symplectic Euler 
discretization to each independent variable. This yields a first-order explicit one-step 
numerical method that we refer to as the Euler box scheme, and this method is given by
+  K - 6 f z ^ ’^  +  L+J+z"»' +  =  V^5(z^>*). (3.1)
3.1 .1  C onservation  P rop erties
We call this scheme a multi-symplectic numerical method because it satisfies a discrete 
version of the multi-symplectic conservation law, and this is shown in the proof of the 
following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n  3.1 The Euler box scheme given by (3.1) satisfies a discrete multi- 
symplectic conservation law
=  0 (3 .2)
where
^n,i _  A K +dz" ' and =  dz”“ b* A L + dz" '\
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Proof Consider the discrete variational equation
+  K_(5rdz”-^ 4- L+(ÿ+dz^»' 4- L .^ 'd z " ' '  =
Now take the wedge product of this equation with d z " '\ and notice that we have
dz"''* A =  0,
because Szz is symmetric. Then, for the terms containing we get
dz""'* A K+<5+dz^>  ^4- dz"'* A K _ 5 f dz”>^
=  dz" '  A K + 6^ d z " '' 4- (57 dz"-' A K+dz"-'
=  5p (dz"-'-^ A K+dz"-') .
Doing the same for the terms containing 6^ yields
dz"-' A L+<5+dz"-' +  dz"-' A L_(57dz">' =  (5+ (d z"-^ ' a L + dz"- ') ,
which implies (3.2). □
This method can also be derived from a Lagrangian formulation using a discrete varia­
tional principle. We approximate the Lagrangian functional (1.11) with
(3.3)
n , i
for the discrete Lagrangian ‘density’
£ “■’ =  i  {z"'\ ( K + f  z"'' +  +  L+6+z"'- +  L _5-z" ’*)) -  S(«"'‘).
We have neglected the A t A x  dependency in (3.3), because it is not necessary when con­
sidering variations, and as a result we use this notation for all functional approximations. 
Now, rewriting L"-' in the form
L"’’ =  ^  (z " '\ (K +z"''+i -  K + z" '' +
(z"'*. (L+z"+-'' -  L+z"'* +  L_z"'‘ -  L_z"--'‘))  -  S(z""’),
we can use the discrete variational principle
__d 
dz^‘
to get
.71 — 0,
V^5(z"'’) = ^ ( K + ( z " ’‘+ - -2 z " ’*) +  K -(2z”’’ - z ’*'*-i))
(L+(z"+-’* -  2z"'") + L-.(2z'*’’ -  z"--’’))
+ A -  (K+z"'*+- -  K_z"'’-1) + 7 -  (L+z"+-'= -  L -z”--'*)2At  ^  ^ 2Ax  ^ ^
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Then, after rearranging terms, we notice that this is just the Euler box scheme (3.1). 
More on this variational approach can be found in Appendix A. We note the similarity 
to the analysis of Marsden, Patrick and Shkoller [36], in that the method can be obtained 
using the variational approach. However, we must also note the difference between these 
approaches due to the fact that, the Lagrangian used here is not regular.
We also note here that there are three other versions of the Euler box scheme different 
from the formulation in (3.1). These other versions correspond to the adjoint method as 
it relates to the Euler method for ODEs. For example, one could write the Euler box 
scheme
-I- =  V^5(z"-'),
where we have exchanged the forward and backward differences in (3.1). Clearly, this 
scheme has the same properties as (3.1). Now this raises an interesting question con­
cerning composition methods. For ODEs, a method can be composed with the adjoint 
method to yield a higher order scheme while preserving the properties of the original 
scheme, and a similar result may apply for PDEs, but this is still an open problem.
Now it is important to understand how well this method preserves the other conserva­
tion laws associated with the PDE, namely the energy and momentum conservation laws. 
There may be special cases where these conservation laws are exactly conserved by the 
Euler box scheme, but in general this is not so. However, there are semi-discrete conser­
vation laws that are preserved exactly, and this will become useful for error analysis.
Proposition 3.2 A p p ly in g  a s y m p le c t ic  E u le r  d is c r e t iz a t io n  in  sp a c e  to  (1 .1 4 )  y ie ld s  an  
e x a c t s e m i-d is c r e te  e n e rg y  c o n s e r v a tio n  la w
dtE^ -f- (5+E" =  0, (3.4)
with
S" =  5(z'‘) +  (5-z",L+z”), a n d  F" = - (z r ' .L + z " ) . (3.5)
A  ( fo r m a l)  s y m p le c t ic  E u le r  d is c r e t i z a t io n  in  t im e  y ie ld s  an  e x a c t s e m i-d is c r e te  m o m e n ­
tu m  c o n s e r v a tio n  law
d ^ G ' +  5 t r  =  0, (3.6)
with
G^ =  S { z ' )  +  { S r z \ K + z ' ) ,  a n d  /• = - ( z j - ‘ ,K +z‘), 
w h ic h  is  o n ly  a c h ie v e d  fo r m a lly  d u e  to  th e  C L F  s ta b i l i ty  c o n d itio n .
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Proof First apply a symplectic Euler discretization to (1.14) in space to get the semi­
discrete equation
Kzp +  L+J+z" 4- L_J7 z" =  V^5'(z").
Taking the inner product with z^ and noting that
yields
{ z ^ y ^ s iz " ) )  = d tS {z" i
=  (zr,L+J+z"> -  ( f ;z " ,L + z r)
=  -S i(5 -z " ,L + z ’*) +  (z r .L + iJz ’') +  (5-zf,L+z">
=  -9 ({ C z " . L+z") +  J + (z r \L + z " > .
Thus, we have proved (3.4). To continue our formal analysis and find a semi-discrete 
momentum conservation law, simply discretize (1,14) in time (leaving space continuous 
and disregarding stability issues) with a symplectic Euler scheme, then take the inner 
product with z], to get (3.6). □
In order to make the conservation properties of the Euler box scheme more clear, we 
consider a model problem.
3 .1 .2  T h e N onlinear W ave E q u ation
For the system (1.18), take a splitting of the matrices K  and L defined by
/ 0 - 1  0 0 \ 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
V o 0  0  0 /
and L+ =
/ 0 0 0 -1  \
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0V 0 0 0 0 y
and define K _ and L_ such that (2.8) is satisfied. Using this splitting, the conservation 
law of symplecticity automatically becomes (2.5) for
tu — du A dv and k = du A dp.
This is easily observed by noting that
du A dut 4" du A dpa, =  0, dv A du* =  0,
and
du; A dp =  0 implies dp A du^ =  0.
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It is also easy to show that the energy conservation law (2.10) is satisfied with 
E  ~  — 4- cr{w) 4- f{u ) =  —u  ^ 4- ^{ux) 4- f{u)
and
because
F  — vp — —utP{ux),
dtE  =  vvt 4- (x'{w)wt 4- f{u )u t
~  {px 4- f{ u ) )  4- a'{w)wt 4- f { u )v  
=  va'{w)wx 4- <t'{w )vx 
~  dx{vo-'{w))
where we have used the first order system of equations (1.18). Similarly, the momentum 
conservation law (2 .1 2 ) holds for
 ^ .2 I  \G = Œ (w ) 4-pw -  - u  4- f{u )  =  <t {ux) -  cr'{ux)ux -  -u ^  4- f{u)
and
because
I  — WV — UxUtj
dxG — a'{w)wx 4- PxW 4- pw^ -  vv^ 4- f'{u)ux  
— -'W{vt +  f'{u ) — VWt 4* P{u)Ux 
=  —dt{vw).
Discretizing the system of equations (1.18) first in space gives 
- u r - a + p "  =  / ( u " ) ,  up =  u", p" =  -tT^(u;"), 
which is equivalent to
«? =  Æ+o-'CC^") -  Z 'K ) ,  <  =  (3.7)
after eliminating p and w. Notice that, for A x  =  1 , cr(iü) =  uP/2  4 - w^/3, and f{ u )  — 0, 
these equations become the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam problem (cf. [22, 29]). Under periodic 
boundary conditions, the system of equations (3.7) is also a Hamiltonian system (a large 
Hamiltonian system of ODEs) given by
=  =  (3-8)
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with J 1i r  =  X ^ £ ” , where S ’* = +  ct(Ç « " ) + /(« "), (3.9)
71=1
is the approximated energy density.
Applying a symplectic Euler discretization in time, (3.7) becomes
-  /(u " - ') , ,57u"'' =  (3.10)
Setting
dp"'* =  -y% w"-')du,"'' =  -y% w"'')<5jdu"'\ 
this discretization implies
du"'* A 6 7 du"'* =  0, dp">'A 57du">'=  0,
and
du"-' A <5+du"'' +  du"-' A J+dp"-' =  0.
Then using
d p  (du">'-  ^A du">')
=  ^  (du"-' A du">'+  ^ -  du"-' A du"-' +  dn">' A du"-' -  du"-'"  ^A du"-')
=  du"-' A (5+du"-' +  ^7 du"-' A du"-\
and a similar identity for terms containing discrete space derivatives, we find that a 
discrete multi-symplectic conservation law (3 .2 ) is satisfied with
w"-' =  du"-'“  ^A du"'\ and k"-' =  du"-^' A dp"'\
Alternatively, to use the approach based on the Lagrangian formulation, we approximate 
the Lagrangian functional (1.15) with (3.3) for the discrete Lagrangian density
L"-' =  L(<57u"-7(57u">7u"-')
Now, using the associated discrete form of the variational principle, we derive a discrete 
form of the Euier-Lagrange equation given by
(See Appendix A for details.) This yields the discretization
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which is the symplectic Euler discretization of the system (3.7), after eliminating the 
variable v. Notice that this discretization is also just the standard leap-frog discretization 
for the nonlinear wave equation.
3.1.3 T he K ortew eg-de Vries E quation
For a demonstration of these results with an example in second order field theory, we 
consider the KdV equation [5, 17]
Ut "t“ UUx 4" Uxxx — O' (3.11)
In order to derive this equation from a Lagrangian formulation using a variational prin­
ciple, one must introduce a velocity potential cp such that cp^  = u . This implies
(pxi 4~ 4^ x4^ xx 4" (pxxxx —  0 , 
which is derived from the Lagrangian density
L — L{(pt, (px, (pxx) — -  ^~(pt(px — -^ <Pt +  
using the Euler-Lagrange equation
4-  dxLtj,  ^ — =  0 .
This equation can also be written as the first order system of equations [1 1 ]
utA W x ~  0 , -V x  ~  —w + vP, Ux = ^u, ~(px =  -u ,
and this is the multi-symplectic equation (1.14) with z =  (0 ,u ,u ,ty)^,
1 1 S{z) — — uw 4 -
and /  0 I 0 0 \ ( 0 0 0 1 \
TT _ - 1 0  0  0 T _ 0 0 - 1 0XV —
0  0  0  0 and JÜ — 0 1 0 0
V o  0  0  0  / \ - 1 0 0 0  /
Using the Euler box scheme to discretize gives
0 ,
-(57 (ÿ"'* -  (5,^  — —to"’' 4-(u"'
6 +u"-' =
-(57(^".' = —u"-'
(3.12)
(3.13)
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and after a few simple manipulations we can eliminate variables to get
s + â - r ' '  + + 2Slsld>"'' + S t  {s;4>"''Ÿ =  0 . (3.14)
which is an equivalent scheme for (3.12). Now, for the discrete Lagrangian
i " ' '  =  I  ( - s ^ r ' % r ' ‘ - 1  { s ; r - f  + ,
we can use a discrete variational principle (see Appendix A) to get
d” — 5'^Lÿ2^n,i = 0 ,
which implies (3.14).
3.2 T he P reissm an B ox  Schem e
We now present a centered scheme that we refer to as the Preissman box scheme [49], 
also known as the Keller box scheme [34], which is the space-time version of the implicit 
midpoint rule for ODEs [28, 52]. This method has been discussed in the context of multi- 
symplectic discretizations in [5, 15, 45, 51], and it is commonly used for applications in 
hydraulics [1 , 2 ]. The idea is to use the implicit midpoint scheme to discretize the multi- 
symplectic PDE (1.14) in space and time separately. Hence, we write the Preissman box 
scheme in the form
i , 5 + z n , i + l / 2  _  (3.15)
where we define the midpoints
^n+l/2,i „  1   ^ ^n,i+l/2 _  }_ ^
and
^ n - \ r l / 2 , i + l / 2  _  2. _|_ ^ n + l , i  _ j_  ^n,i+l _ j_  ^ n , i \
4  ^ '
3.2.1 Conservation Properties
Though this method is implicit, it has many properties that make it desirable. There 
are in fact many properties of the original PDE that this scheme preserves exactly, and 
we start with the discrete multi-symplectic conservation law.
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P ro p o sitio n  3.3 The Preissman box scheme (3.15) preserves exactly a multi-symplectic 
conservation law
for
^n + i/2 ,i _  A (3.16)
and
^n,i+ l/2  ^  ^  Lj;g",i4-l/a (3.17)
Proof of this result is due to Bridges and Reich [15], and can be stated as follows.
Proof Consider the variational equation
=  Szz  ^^71+1/2,7+1/2^
and take the wedge product of with this equation to get
dz"+i/2>'+i/2 A K(5^dz"+^/^'' +  dg.n+i/2,i+i/2 ^  L(5+dz"-'+^/^ =  0.
The first term here can be written
dz"+i/2-'+ i/2  A K(5+dz"+^/2>'
=  ^  |'^^7i+ i /2,7+i ^^77+1/2,g  ^  ^^^„+i/2,i+ i _  ^^77+1/2,g
=  - 4 -  f  dz"+i/2>'+^ A K dz"+i/2-'+^ -  dz"+^/2,i ^ K dz"+^/^'42 A t  \  J
=  (dz"+^/^-' A Kdz"+^/2.i^ ,
and similarly for the second term we have
dz"+i/2>'+i/ 2  A LJ+dz " - ' + ^ / 2  =  i(5+ (dz"-'+i/ 2  ^  Ldz"’'+^/^) , 
where we have used the identities of (2,4), and this completes the proof. □
From the variational point of view, the numerical method (3.15) can also be derived from 
a discrete irregular Lagrangian (3.3) for
L"-' =  i  ^^n+l/2 ,7+1/2^  (K(5+z"*^^/^’' +  L(5+z"-'+^/2 j  ^ _  g  ^^77+1/2,i+l/2 j  _
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Using a discrete variational principle, we obtain
0  =  — K  ^ ^ ^ + 1/ 24+ 1  _  _ 2 ,n + l/2 ,i- l ^77-1/2,7+1 _  ^7 7 -1 /2 ,7 -1 ^At V /
-|- A 2, f  ^ 77+ 1,7+ 1/2  _  ^77—1,7+1/2 _|_ ^77+1,7 — 1/2 __ ^77—1,7 — 1/2^
A x  V J
- V S  ^2’^ +1/2>7H-1/2^  _  y 5  ^^77+1/2,7-1/2^
- V S  -  V 5 L " -l/2 ,i- l /2 j _
This is equivalent to
0 =  K5/*z"+1/2,7 _j_ L^+y7,7+i/2 _  ^^77+1/2 ,7+1/ 2 ^
-  V zS  ^;g"+l/2 , '- l / 2 j  
4-K(5+z"-^/2'' +  L(5~z"*'+^/2 -  Vz5' ^2 « - i/2 ,i+i/2 ^
+K(5f z"-^/2,7 L(5Jz">'-^/2 -  V zS  7- 1/ 2 ^
where we use
~  (z " > '+ ^  -  =  J + z " » '  +  J ^ z " - '
and similar identities. Hence, we obtain four shifted versions of the Preissman box 
scheme.
It is well known that the implicit midpoint rule exactly preserves quadratic invariants 
for ODEs. Hence, we would like to show that a similar property holds for the Preissman 
box scheme, and we find that it does. For example, a discrete version of the conservation 
law (2.17) holds and this is the subject of the following proposition.
P ro p o sitio n  3.4 I f  the PDE ( I .I4 )  M invariant under an appropriate linear symmetry 
such that the conservation law (2.17) is satisfied, then the scheme (3.15) satisfies the 
discrete conservation law
Sp ^;g"+i/2,i -j- dp =  0.
Proof To make this clear, take the inner product of (3.15) with 7+1 / 2
/_g77+l/2,7+1/ 2 .^ g.g^+^77+l/2,i\ ^  /^77+l/2,7+l/2 ^  ^ g ^ + ^ 77,7+ 1/ 2  ^ ^
where we make use of the symplectic and invariance conditions (2.15)-(2.16). Then, 
similar to the proof of Proposition 3.3 we have
^ 7 7 + 1 /2 ,7 + 1 /2  g . B ^ + z " + V 2 , i ^  =  ^ ^ 7 7 + 1 /2 ,7  g - g ^ 7 7 + l / 2 , i ^  ^
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and
which yields the desired result. O
We note the similarity of this result to the discrete version of Noether’s theorem for first
order field theories, which was presented by Marsden, Patrick and Shkoller [36].
Likewise, the Preissman box scheme also preserves energy and momentum conservation 
laws exactly for linear PDEs, which is shown in the following proposition, and this result 
was first presented by Bridges and Reich [15].
P ro p o sitio n  3.5 The scheme (3.15) with S{z) = ^ (z ,A z )  for A  symmetric, satisfies 
a fully discrete energy conservation law
5+^n+l/2,7 ^+^n,i+l/ 2  ^  q (3.18)
for
and
p n ,i+ l/2  ^  /^ n ,i+ l/2  ^
and a fully discrete momentum conservation law
j+ ^n ,i+ l / 2  ^+jn+l/2 ,i ^  q
for
and
exactly.
Qn,i-\-l/2  ^  /^ 7 7 ,7 + 1 /2 ^  7 + 1 /2  \  _  /^ 7 7 ,7 + l /2  ]g ^ J + ^ T 7 ,i\
jn+l/2,Z ^  /^ T 7 + l /2 ,7  J g (^ + ^ T 7 ,7 ^  ,
Proof To derive a discrete energy conservation law, take the inner product of 5p 
with the Preissman discretization
to get
K 5 +^«+l/2 .i ^  L^+z"''+l/ 2  =  y^^77+l/2,7+1/2^  (3.19)
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The right hand side of this equation can be written
^^77+1/2,7+1/2^
— ^  ^ ^ 7 7 + 1 /2 ,7 + 1  _  ^ 7 7 + 1 /2 ,7 ^   ^^  ^ ^ 7 7 + 1 /2 ,7 + 1  ^ 77+ 1 /2 ,7^  ^
Then, defining
= 4AtArr
for cleaner notation, the left hand side of (3.20) can be written
=  4 l9 ^^^»"+l/2 ,i+l^L^n+l,7+1/2^ ^^ 77+1/2,7 2, 7^7,7+1/2\
-  J^^«,i+l/2 ^ __ ^^n+l/2 ,i^  £^^77+1,7+1/2^ ^
=  1? (((z"+b'+l +  ,L  (z"+bi+l +
+  ( (z"+b< +  ^n,7^   ^L (z"»'+l +  Z">') )
_  (^^ 77+1,7 7^7,7^  (_^ 77+l,7+l _|_ 7^7+1,7^ ^
-  ((z"+b7+l +  ^n.^+1 ) ,L (z"-'+^ +  Z"-')))
=  2'â ((z"+bi+i^L;277+i,7  ^ +  (z">',Lz"-'+^)
-  (z"+b<+i^Lz",'+i) -  (z"'\Lz"+b%)) ,
Now, by noting that
^Sp  ^^"+1/2,7 £^ ^+^ 77,7^  =  ^  (((^77+1,7+1 7^7,7+1^   ^^  (z^+^i+l _  2 "'*+!))
-  ((z"+bi +  z^ ' )^ ,L  (z"+bi _  7^7,7^ ^^
=  -2i9 ((z"+b<+\L z"''+ l) +  (z"’',Lz"+b'i^) ,
and
~5p  <^z"-'+^/2,L(5+z"-'^ =  -0 (((z"+i,'+i+z77+i,') ,L  (z"+bi+i _
-  ((z"-'+^ +  z">') ,L  (z">'+i -  z">')))
=  -2-d ((z"+bi+i^ l^77+i,7^ ^  Lz"-'+i)) ,
and by making the proper substitutions, we obtain the desired result. Then, to get the 
discrete momentum conservation law, simply take the inner product of <5j"%"'^ +i/ 2  with 
(3.19) and follow the same procedure. This completes the proof. □
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For nonlinear systems in general, exact conservation of discrete energy and momentum 
conservation laws cannot be guaranteed. The understanding of the energy and momen­
tum conservation of fully discretized equations can only be achieved by some other means, 
and this is the subject of later chapters. However, certain semi-discretized energy and 
momentum conservation laws are still preserved exactly.
P rop osition  3.6 Using the implicit midpoint scheme to discretize in space, leaving time 
continuous, yields a semi-discrete energy conservation law
+  J+ P " =  0
with
£"+1/2 =  5(2"+i/2) _  1  ^jr"+i/2, La+z"^ and £"  =  1 (z", Lz,").
Using the implicit midpoint scheme to discretize in time only, gives a semi-discrete mo­
mentum conservation law
+  5 t r  = 0 ,
which is satisfied for
Qi+i/ 2  ^  s(^i+i/2) _  1 Ka,+z‘)  and £  =  i  { z \  Kz* ) .
Proof We take the inner product of with the spatially discrete equation
to get
(z^ '^ '/^ M +z") =  9,5(z"+i/7). 
because K skew-symmetric implies =  0. Now write the identity
2(zr"^^/^La+z") =  % (z"+^/^La+z")
+  ( z r ' / " ,W + z " )  -  (z"+ i/2 ,M + z r ) ,
and notice that,
aJ(z",Lz,") =  i ( ( z " + l , L z r i ) - { z " , L z ? »
=  , L ( z r  1 +  zD  ) +  ( (z"+l +  z") , L (zr+: -  z?) ))
=  -  ( z r ' / \  La+z") +  (z"+V ^ L a + z r ) .
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This leads to the spatially discrete energy conservation law. A semi-discrete momentum 
conservation law is derived in the same way by reversing the roles of space and time, 
i.e. discretize the PDE in time only and take the inner product of the resulting equation 
with . □
To make these results more clear, we consider the simple example of the wave equa­
tion. We also use this example to demonstrate the difference between local and global 
properties of the scheme, as well as the effects of the boundary conditions on the results.
3.2.2 The W ave Equation
-Consider the simple wave equation
Vitt — Uxx) ® G [O, l]
with the absorbing boundary conditions
Ui(0,i) =  Ux{0,t),  =  - Ux{ l , t ) .
We know that this equation, written as the system
V t  =  U x x ,  V t  =  V ,
possesses an associated energy functional
/  B dx  for E  = -{v'^  + {uxŸ).J o  ^
Taking the time derivative, we get
d t E  — V V t  V x V ix t “  V i tU x x  4~ V ix U x t  — d x  ,
but
^ H  = u t{ l,t)u x{ l,t)  -  ut{0,t)ux{0,t)
— ~V‘ti^}t) — < 0.
Thus, energy is conserved locally inside the domain, but energy is generally not conserved 
globally due to the boundary conditions. This emphasizes the difference between global 
and local conservation, as well as how the boundary conditions effect the results. In this 
case, the boundary conditions have no effect on the local properties.
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Figure 3.1: Snapshots of the numerical solution of the wave equation using the Preissman 
box scheme with a Gaussian initial condition with zero velocity and absorbing boundary 
conditions.
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Figure 3.2: The ^oo-norm of the total energy H  (Left), and the ^oo-norm of the residual 
in the discrete local energy conservation law (Right) plotted against time for the wave 
equation with absorbing boundary conditions.
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Discretizing this equation with the Preissman box scheme yields
^+^n+l/2,i ^  _ g + , ^ n , i + l / 2 ^  
g + ^ n + l / 2 , i  ^  ^n+l/2,i+l/2^
and using the discrete energy density
^ n + l/2 ,i _  1  ^^^n+l/2 ,i^2 _|_ ^.j^n+l/2 ,i^2  ^ ^
we find that
^+^n+l/2,i _  ^^^n+l/2,i+l^^ _  j'^Ti+l/2,i  ^  ^_j_ ^^n+l/2,i+l j  ^  _  ^^n+l/2,i^
_  A__ .^y"'+l/2,i+l _j_ .yn+l/2,i^ ^^n+l/2,i-|-l _  ^n+l/2,i^ _j_
 ^  ^^^+l/2)i+l _|_ ^ n + l / 2 , I j  ^^n+l/2,i+l _  ^n+l/2,i^
— y n + l / 2 , i + l / 2 ^ + ^ n + l / 2 , i  _j_ ^m-H/2,i+l/2^+^T*-H/2,i
=  -^+'U;"'^+^/2 ^+^n+l/2 ,i _  ^ n + l/2 ,i+l/2 j+^+^n,i
=  -(5+ ,
which is just the discrete energy conservation law (3.18). However, by summing this over 
all n  and using the discrete boundary conditions
we find that globally
5(+ 5"+^''^’’ =  -  -  {S t’u"'*)^ < 0 .
n
Thus, the Preissman discretization also yields local energy conservation, but not neces­
sarily global energy conservation, emphasizing the strength behind a multi-symplectic 
approach.
This is easily demonstrated through a numerical experiment. We use the Preissman 
box scheme to discretize the wave equation with absorbing boundary conditions and a 
Gaussian initial condition with zero velocity, on a boundary domain of [0,40] and a time 
domain of [0,30]. In Figure 3.1, we plot snapshots of the numerical solution, showing 
that the oscillations are absorbed into the boundary. Then, Figure 3.2 shows that the 
total energy decreases to zero when the wave hits the boundary wall, while the local 
energy conservation law is conserved (up to round-off error) over the entire interval.
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3.3 T he E xplicit M idpoint Schem e
Finally, applying the explicit midpoint rule in both space and time yields the simple 
two-step method given by
(3.21)
where we introduce
-h ) and 5^2 =  +  O ,
in order to simplify notation.
3.3.1 Conservation Properties
Considering this method as a geometric integrator, it has several properties that make 
it comparable to the Euler and Preissman schemes, the first of which is the preservation 
of a multi-symplectic conservation law.
P ro p o sitio n  3.7 The explicit midpoint scheme (3.21) satisfies a discrete multi- 
symplectic conservation law (3.2) for
^  ^  and K"'* =  dz"'" A Ldz^-^>\
Proof The variational equation associated with (3.21) is given by
=  g»(z"'')dz"'\
After taking the wedge product with dz"''^, we get
dz"'* A K(^y^dz^-^ +  dz"'* A Ljy^dz"'* =  0,
which is equivalent to
0 == ^  (dz""'* A K  (dz"'"+^ -  dz"'*-^))
(dz"»' A L (dz"+^-' -  dz"-^'*)) .
Since
dz^-* A K  (dz"»'+^ -  dz"'*-^) =  dz"»' A Kdz"''+^ -  dz^ >^  A K dz”>^ ~^
=  dz"'*+^ A K dz" ' -  dz”-* A Kdz"'*-:^,
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this gives the desired result. □
This raises questions regarding the definition for a multi-symplectic integrator, and these 
issues are discussed in more detail in the following chapters. Essentially, this issues arises 
due to the “non-compact” differencing resulting from the two-step nature of the scheme, 
such that
^1/2 n,i _  ^
‘ 2Ai >'
Even though this method satisfies a discrete multi-symplectic conservation law we will 
not consider it to be a multi-symplectic discretization. Reasons for tliis become more
apparent in the next chapter, but we include it here because it does satisfy a discrete
multi-symplectic conservation law (3.2).
Moreover, this method can be obtained through a Lagrangian approach. Consider the 
discrete Lagrangian ‘density’
which can also be stated
in .i ^  1 ^
Taking the variational derivative gives
V^S{z"'') =  ^  (Kz"’’+i +  K z"'’- y  +  ^  +  Lz”- ‘’’) ,
but this is just (3.21).
It can also be shown that this scheme preserves semi-discrete conservation laws of energy 
and momentum.
P ro p o sitio n  3.8 Discretizing the PDE (1.14) space using the explicit midpoint rule 
implies a spatially discrete energy conservation law
dtE^ + =  0
for 1
and
p n - l / 2  _  1 ( ( z " ,L z r y  +  .
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and discretizing (1.1 4)  time with the explicit midpoint rule yields a semi-discrete mo­
mentum conservation law
=  0
for
G' =  S{z') -  i
and
r - ' / '  =  J +  <*•-’, K z -)) .
Proof We first derive the semi-discrete energy conservation law using the semi-discrete 
equation
Kz," + LÆy z^" =  V,5(z").
Taking the inner product of this equation with z f gives
dtS{z") =  (z?,L5y=iz")
=  i  (% (z" , L ^y^z") +  (z?, L ^y^z") -  ( z " ,L a y ^ z r ) ) ,
Since
(z r .L a y ^ z " )  -  (z " ,L a y ^ z r)
=  -  ( z " , i ( z r '  -  ^ r ' ) »
we obtain the spatially discrete energy conservation law. Then the semi-discrete mo­
mentum conservation law is found in the same way using the time-discrete equation and 
taking the inner product with z^, and this completes the proof. □
3.3.2 The Nonlinear W ave Equation
Applying the discretization (3.21) to the nonlinear wave equation gives
-  j y V ’' =  / ( i f " ’*), ,
which is equivalent to
(^y^) ^  =  ^y^o-' (3 .2 2 )
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On the other hand, applying this discretization to the Lagrangian functional (1.15) gives
(3.3), where
= L = i  -  o- -  /(u^>^.
Now, using the discrete variational principle, we get the Euler-Lagrange equation 
which implies the equation (3.22).
Linear Equations
Thus far, multi-symplectic equations have been presented along with some important 
properties, written as conservation laws, which have a significant role in determining the 
dynamics of the system. We have also discussed three numerical schemes and have shown 
how some of these conservation laws are preserved exactly by the scheme. However, there 
are still many questions concerning the behavior of these schemes. For example, in every 
case, the energy and momentum conservation laws could not be preserved exactly for 
general nonlinear problems using any of these schemes. To understand what happens 
to these conservation laws after discretization we must resort to the concept of modified 
equations through backward error analysis, and this is the subject of later chapters.
We also know nothing of the solution behavior for these schemes, and an analysis of 
this sort for nonlinear problems is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, for linear 
problems the exact solution of the PDE can be found, making a comparison of the exact 
solution and the numerical solution more straight-forward. Hence, this chapter is devoted 
to an extensive analysis of linear equations, meaning we consider (1.14) such that
where A is symmetric. This implies the linear multi-symplectic PDE
Kzi 4- Lzg, =  Az. (4.2)
Here we discuss solutions and dispersion relations for both the continuous and discrete 
versions of this equation, giving a thorough understanding of the behavior of our three 
numerical methods for linear problems. Then we discuss two model problems, known as 
the linearized Boussinesq and KdV equations, in light of these results.
41
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4.1 D ispersion  R elations
Using standard Fourier analysis [30, 53, 56], the elementary single mode solution of (4.2) 
can be written
z(æ,t) =  (4.3)
where a  =  a(/c) and %{-} indicates the real part. Here, k denotes the wave number, w 
denotes the wave frequency. Notice that we use the standard notation for the frequency, 
not to be confused with the two-form given by w in the previous sections.
Substituting this solution into the linear PDE (4.2) leads to the linear system
(—iwK -j- ifcL — A) a  — 0 .
Since we seek solutions such that a  is non-zero, k and uj must satisfy the dispersion 
relation [1 0 ]
k) := det (—iwK  -j- i&L — A) =  0, (4.4)
which is used to characterize the PDE. It is important to note that the matrix used in 
this calculation is self-adjoint. This implies a real dispersion relation, meaning there is 
no diffusion [56, Chapter 1 1 ].
With the dispersion relation, one can write the frequency as a function of the wave 
number, such that w =  u>{k), at least locally. Then, for every k there may be several 
different frequencies ujj{k) corresponding to  different modes. In many cases, the solution 
admits two modes such that uji — —wg, corresponding to right and left traveling waves. 
This can be made more precise for a particular problem, and can be readily observed for 
an example in the final section of this chapter.
This dispersion relation is not specific to the single mode solution (4.3). In fact, the most 
general solution of the linear PDE (4.2) can be stated as a super-position of solutions
/ oo 
-OO —CO <  X <  OO,
which is obtained through Fourier analysis [56, Chapter 1 1 ]. For example, the general 
solution of a typical one-dimensional problem with two modes, such as the wave equation, 
is given by
/ OO poo
-OO J  —OO
Setting ax =  « la  and a2 =  0 2 a, such that a  has been normalized, the constants a\ and 
0,2 are determined by initial data, but the dispersion relation must still hold. Thus, we 
only consider the single mode solution (4.3) for the sake of simplicity.
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Similar to (4.3), the solution of the spatially discrete equation can be written
and we take the numerical solution of (4.2) to be
, (4.5)
where K  is the numerical wave number and Ù is the numerical frequency (sometimes 
called the Nyquist frequency) such that
—7T < A x K  < 7T and — tt < AtO, < tt, (4.6)
because Xn = n A x  and U =  iA i  (cf. [8 , Chapter 1 1 ]). Notice that the wave number will 
remain the same for each solution, but the wave frequency and the vector multiplying the 
exponential function, which depends on the initial data, are different for each solution 
because their dependency on the wave number changes according to the discretization. 
This will become evident in the following subsections, where we apply these ideas to 
our three numerical discretizations. The numerical solution (4.5) can be used to derive 
numerical dispersion relations for each of these schemes based on the multi-symplectic 
structure.
4.1.1 The Euler B ox Schem e
The Euler box scheme applied to the linear equation (4.2) gives
(K+5(+ +  K _«r +  L+a+ +  L _ Ç ) z"-* =  (4.7)
and by definition we have
p —if îA i  _  1 
=    TT—* A t
Using this and similar identities, we get the linear system
g - i f iA f  _  1 1 _  p ifiA 4  piJCAæ _  -i -i _  - i J f A x  \
and defining
M  = (K+ -  K - )  and N  =  (L+ -  L_) (4.8)
this is equivalent to
—i  sin {AtCl) i  sin (A xK )  \
 A t ^  +  Â5------ ^ j  ^
+  -  a )  à =  0, (4.9)
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because
=  cos^ ±  is in^ .
This implies an implicit numerical dispersion relation [53]
-E^ Aæ) =  dst =  0, (4.10)
where we define
«A. =  (4.11)
and
Â  — A  — M r — Ns,
for cos(Atfl) — 1  , cos(Aîcüf) — 1
’• =  — Ai ' '  = -------- Â Ï------- ■
Notice that the dispersion relation here is also found by taking the determinant of a
self-adjoint matrix, meaning there is no diffusion induced by the numerical scheme. The
same can be done for the semi-discrete equation
K zf +  z” +  L_^Jz" =  Az^,
and we get the dispersion relation
det ^—icuK -{- iË L  — ~  0 ,
for Â =  A — Ns.
4.1.2 The Preissm an B ox  Schem e
Applying the Preissman box scheme to the linear PDE (4.2) yields (3.19), and using 
(4.5) we get
— ^ ^gi(iCæn4.i-fîij+i) _ j_  gi(JfCæ„-fiti+i) _  ^ i { K x n + i - n U )  _
_   ^ ^gi(-fiAi+ü:Aœ) / 2  ^ i { - Q A t ~ K A x ) / 2 ' ^  ^ n + l / 2 , i + l / 2
 L . ( ^ i { n A t + K A x ) / 2  , ^ i ( n A t - K A x ) / 2 \  - n + l / 2 , i + l / 2
2 A t l  ^  V*
_  ^g-ifiAi/ 2  _  g iO A t / 2 ^  ^ q U < A x / 2  g-iJCAœ/2  ^^ n + l / 2 , i + l / 2
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and similarly
5 + ^ n . i + l / 2  _  COS j  g . + l / 2 , i + l / 2
Notice that we use
^ T t+ l/2 ,*4-1/2 _  Q^Qi-(J^^n+l/2~^^i+l/2) ^
which is related to the approximation ^ « + t /2 .* + i /2  through the relation 
^ n 4 - l /2 ,*4-1/2 _  2  t ^ n + l , i + l  ^**,*4-1 ^**4-1,* _j_ ^**:A
4  V y
=  i  ^ e iJ C A x g - i i lA i  ^  g - i f l A i  giJCAa; _j_ ^n,i
= i  (g-ifiAi _j_ ^giJfAo; _j_ ginA(/2 g-iKAm/2 ^ 4-l/2 ,*4-1 /2
cos j-.+ l/2 ,i+l/2 .
4
=  COS
After substituting these equalities into (3.19), we get the linear system
_.^^2 tan(f2A t/ 2 ) , 2 tan(ATAa;/2 ) ^- i K  - +  i l  ^  A j  a = 0.
Now, define the pseudo frequency and pseudo wave number for the Preissman box scheme
2 ta n (n A t/2 ) 2 t^n{K A x /2 )
A t  A x   ^ ^
respectively. This implies tha t the numerical dispersion relation is just
( - iQ p K  +  iK p L  -  A) â  =  0 , (4.13)
which is the exact dispersion relation evaluated at the pseudo frequency and pseudo wave 
number, i.e.
T>a  (fipjATp) =  0, (4.14)
where V a  is given in (4.4). Further results concerning numerical dispersion relations
for the Preissman box scheme have also been presented and discussed by Ascher and 
McLachlan [5].
4.1.3 The Explicit M idpoint Schem e
Substituting the numerical solution (4.5) into the scheme (3.21) gives
p —if lA i  _  p iO A f p iifA a ; _  p —i/<‘Aa5
2 Â T — + = ^ ^ - 2 ^ --------------------=
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Now, using the trigonometric identities
g-ifîAt _  gifiAt _  _ 2 isin(A tQ ), and =  2 isin(Axüf),
we get the linear equation
r Ü i ^ ^ K  +  i f É ^ ^ L - A ) à  =  0, (4.15)
and this matrix is again self-adjoint, implying there is no numerical diffusion. Thus, the 
dispersion relation
V a  (f^At) -^Aæ) — 0
holds for and K ^x  given by (4.11). Notice here that and K ^x  are not ‘invertible’, 
because sin(Atn), for example, is not invertible for —tt < Aff2 < tt.
4 .1 .4  M ix e d  D is c r e t iz a t io n s
For reasons that become apparent in the following section, where we consider a specific 
model problem, suppose we discretize the linear PDE (4.2) in space with the explicit 
midpoint scheme and in time with the implicit midpoint scheme. Then we obtain
Then using the identities
f z " ' '  =  ^  -  1 ) ^  sin ( ^ ^
and
with
^l/2 ^**,i+l/ 2  _   ^ _  g-iiCAa:  ^^n,i
_  COS sin {K Ax)  2 ’^ >^ +i/ 2
^n .i+ 1 /2  ^  1 ( g - l î î A t  ( H ^ )  g n , i+ l /2 ^
gives the linear system
y t  ( ^ )  ^ ^  ( ^ )  y p )  a )  â = 0 ,
and we obtain the numerical dispersion relation
V a {^ p , K ax) = 0. (4.16)
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In the same manner, discretizing in space with the implicit scheme and in time with the 
explicit scheme yields
and we find the numerical dispersion relation
— 0. (4.17)
4.2 Exam ples
For a better understanding of these numerical dispersion relations we consider two model 
problems, the Boussinesq equation and the KdV equation.
4 .2 .1  T h e  B o u ss in e sq  E q u a tio n
For another example in second-order field theory, consider the Lagrangian functional
(1.15) with
L =  L{u, Ut, Utx, Ua:) =  ~  “  f(u),
where a  is a small parameter, and g is a smooth function. Using the variational principle
didxLut^ “I" dxEux — 0 ,
we obtain a Boussinesq wave model of the form
(1 -  a^dl)utt ~  d^g 'iuy -  f { u ) .  (4.18)
We note here that the nonlinear wave equation is just a special case of this equation 
with CK =  0. In addition, for f{u)  =  0 and g{j/) =  agf2v such that ag is acceleration 
due to gravity, (4.18) becomes a regularized model for shallow water flow, and a multi- 
symplectic spectral discretization for this problem has been discussed by Bridges and 
Reich [16]. After defining the linear operator B = (1 — a^5^) and letting v =  But, 
equation (4.18) can be written in the form
=  dxg'{ux) -  f i u ) ,  ut = B~'^v.
Hence, similar to the nonlinear wave equation, (4.18) can also be written as a Hamiltonian 
PDE in the form (1.10) with Hamiltonian functional
H { u ,v )~  I    hg(ua,) + /(u ) |d æ
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for a periodic domain x e  [0,1). Equation (4.18) can in turn be written as the first-order 
system of equations
-v t-W a ;  =
'O-t ~
afix =  V -
Ux — P,
0  =  w-\-g'{u),
- a p x  = /?,
and after taking
/  0 - 1 0 0 0 0 \ f  ° 0 0 - 1 0 0 \1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 T 0 0 0 0 0 a
0 0 0 0 0 0 SltHCl Ij 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
V 0 0 0 0 0 0 y \  0 0 —a 0 0 0 y
K  =
this system is equivalent to (1.14) for z =  {u ,v ,f j . ,w ,u ,py  and
.S(z) + fiv vw + g{u) H- f{u).
(4.19)
With this multi-symplectic formulation we can apply the discretizations of the previous 
chapter maintaining each of the discrete conservation laws, reemphasizing the point that 
this approach to multi-symplectic integration is not limited to first order field theories.
To continue with our linear analysis, let g{i>) =  and f{u) ~  £u^/2 for some
constants 7  and 6. This implies the linear Boussinesq equation
( 1  -  a^dl)utt = i j d l  -  e)u.
Here, a  is given by
3. —— Qt
f  1 \—iw (l +
—itu
—±k 
±k 
—awk
where the constant a is determined by the initial conditions, and we have
(—iwK  iAîL — A)
/ —e iw 0 —i k 0 0
—iw 0 -1 0 0 0
0 -1 1 0 0 ia k
ik 0 0 0 -1 0
0 0 0 -1 - 7 0
\ 0 0 —icKÂ: 0 0 -1 y
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Then taking the determinant of this matrix implies the dispersion relation
k) = — £ =  0 ,
or equivalently wx =  W{k) and u>2 — —W{k), where we define the function
<“ )
This makes the two solution branches evident. For every wave number k, there are two 
frequencies satisfying wx =  ~uj2 , which correspond to two equivalent waves traveling in 
opposite directions.
Applying the multi-symplectic Euler scheme to this equation implies the numerical dis­
persion relation (4.10) with
Â  =
and the numerical dispersion relation becomes
(^ L  +  {p-At +  {^Ax  +  -  7  (Aria: +  S )^ -  £ =  0 .
Using the identities
^ A t  + =  ^ 2  (sin^(Atfî) 4- cos^(AtQ) — 2 cos(AtH) 4 - 1 )
/  6 r 0 s 0 0
r 0 1 0 0 0
0 1 - 1 0 0 —as
s 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 7 0
I  0 0 —ots 0 0 1 J
=  Â t2 -  cos(Am)) 
A tÜ \
~  JA t2
:=
and similarly
A t / 2
where the final equations here are assumed to be the definitions of I^At/2  and Kax/2> 
this is equivalent to
4 . o f  A t ü \  . IficK^  . 2 f  AtQ'N . 2 f  A x K \  4 7  . o f  A x K \ sin I   I CTn I  1 --------L_ citt^ I --------  IAi2 ““ V 2  V 2  J V 2  j  Ax^ Sin [ - J
This is just
^  ipAt/2i^Ax/2) — 0 >
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Figure 4.1: For a = A t  = A x  — .1  and 7  =  e =  1, exact (crosses) and numerical (solid) 
dispersion relations for a linear Boussinesq equation using implicit (IMP) and explicit 
(BMP) midpoint discretizations.
which is equivalent to ^Ai/a — ^ ^ { ^ A x / 2)y by (4.20). Therefore, the numerical dis­
persion relation for the symplectic Euler discretization of the linear Boussinesq equation 
can be written
QAt sin - 1  I ± ^ w for TT <  ÙAt <  TT,
because sin(77) is invertible for —tt/2  < rj < tt/2. For the Preissman discretization, we 
simply use (4.14) and (4.20) to get
=  tan  ^ (Kp) for 7T < QAt < TT, (4.21)
because the tan(7y) is invertible for —7t/2 < t) <  tt/2.
To find the numerical dispersion relation for the explicit midpoint scheme, one only needs 
to evaluate V  at the pseudo frequency S^ Ai and pseudo wave number ÜTax given in (4.11). 
This gives
^ 2  sin^ (AiQ) +  sin^ [AtQ) sin^ {AxK ) -  sin^ (AxK )  -  e — 0, (4.22)
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which implies
( —TT — sin“  ^ (±AtPF (i^Aœ)) for — tt < LlAt < —tt/ 2
fiA t =  < sin"^ (±A iW  (ü^Aa;)), for — tt/ 2  < HAt < tt/ 2  . (4.23)
[tt — siii“  ^ (±AtV7 (i^Aa;)) for 7t / 2  < ÜAt < tt
In the same way, the numerical dispersion relations for the mixed discretizations are
found using (4.16) and (4.17). Discretizing in space with the explicit midpoint scheme 
(BMP) and in time with the implicit midpoint scheme (IMP) implies
=  tan~^ ( ± ^ W  (-R'Am)! J for — tt < ClAt < tt,2  V 2
and using BMP in time and IMP in space implies
f ~ 7r — sin~^ (±A tW  {Kp)) for — tt < QAi < —7r/ 2
QAt =  < sin~^ (±A iW  {Kp) ) , for — tt/ 2  < Q.At < tt/ 2  .
[ t t  — sin~^ (±AtVF {Kp)) for tt/2  < ÜAt < t v
In Figure 4.1 we compare each of these numerical dispersion relations with the exact 
dispersion relation. We note first of all that the exact dispersion relation gives two fre­
quencies for every wave number as expected. The plot shows that the dispersion relations 
for the Euler and Preissman schemes are very close to the exact relation. However, for 
the explicit midpoint scheme there are four frequencies for every wave number and four 
wave numbers for every frequency, making it impossible to decipher which is the correct 
approximation. We also notice that if we use the implicit method in time and the explicit 
method in space we get four wave numbers for each frequency, and using the implicit 
method in space and the explicit method in time there are four frequencies for every wave 
number. Hence, the explicit midpoint discretization produces some undesirable affects.
This behavior for the explicit midpoint scheme is due to the fact that the discretization 
introduces computational modes. These are produced when the discretization yields 
different branches in the dispersion relation, which is precisely what takes place in the 
lower middle plot of Figure 4.1. In other words, there are modes produced by this scheme 
that yield a good approximation to the solution, but there are also modes giving poor 
approximations, and care must be taken to ensure that these modes are not stimulated 
during numerical applications for nonlinear problems (cf. [46]).
It seems from these plots that computational modes are only introduced when we use the 
explicit midpoint discretization in time. However, it becomes apparent from equation 
(4.22), that plotting K A x  as a function of Cl A t  would also yield different branches of
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Figure 4.2: For a  =  .0 1 , A i =  A a; =  .1  and 7  — s: =  1 , exact (crosses) and numerical 
(solid) dispersion relations for a linear Boussinesq equation using implicit (IMP) and 
explicit (BMP) midpoint discretizations.
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the dispersion relation due to the space discretization, because siii{KAx) is still nonin- 
vertible.
Since a  is in no way related to At and Ax,  it is interesting to know how the dispersion 
relations change as the parameter a  changes. In Figures 4.2 and 4.3, we plot the numerical 
and exact dispersion relations for a > A t ~  A x  — .1 and for ce < At =  A x  — .1  For 
a = .01, in Figure 4.2, we find that as the equation approaches the Klein-Gordon equation 
the difference between the Euler and Preissman scheme becomes greater, even though 
they are still both close to the exact dispersion relation. We also find that the explicit 
midpoint discretization still yields computational modes, but at least one of these is still 
close to the exact dispersion relation. The mixed discretizations, on the other hand, give 
poor approximations to the frequency for K A x  sufficiently large, as well as computational 
modes. For a  =  .5, in Figure 4.3, the dispersion relations become more ‘flattened’ and as 
a result each plot shows a close correlation between the numerical and exact dispersion 
relations. The difference between the Euler and Preissman schemes is much smaller in 
this case, but similar to the case a  =  .1  there are computational modes for the explicit 
midpoint and mixed discretizations.
4 .2 .2  T h e  K o r te w e g -d e  V ries E q u a tio n
For another example, where we find slightly different results, consider a linearization of 
the KdV equation (3.11) written in the form
Uf -|- AjUx ^2'^xübx “ 0 ,
such that Ai and Ag are constants. This equation can also be written as the linear 
multi-symplectic PDE (4.2) for z =  {(j),u,v,w)'^,
A =
/ 0 0 0 0 \
0 2Ai 0 - 1
0  0  2k  0V 0  - 1  0  0  /
and K and L given in (3.13). Thus, finding the determinant of the matrix
(—iwK •+• i k h  — A) = 
implies the dispersion relation
/  0  — iw 0  ±k \
icu —2 Aj —'ik 1
0  ifc ^  0
\  - i i ;  1 o' 0 /
D(w, k) = (jjk — Xik^ -|- AgA:^  =  0 ,
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dispersion relations for a linearized KdV equation using Euler, Preissman and explicit 
midpoint discretizations.
which is equivalent to w =  W{k) for
W{k) := Xik -  \2k^. 
Thus, for every wave number there is one hequency.
(4.24)
To find the numerical dispersion relation for the Euler scheme we must first find A, which 
is given by
/  0  —r  0  —s \
~ _  —r  2Ai s —1
0  « n ;  0  'V - s  - 1  0  0 /
Hence, the numerical dispersion relation can be written
0,^tK^x —Ts-\- Ags'^  — Ais^ +  2 \ 2K X^s^ — AiK^j, +  AgK^^. =  0 , 
which is just
'2  , \ t^40  — TlAtKAx —rs ~  X\K ^ ^ ! 2  -f X2 K ^ ^ / 2
(sin(Atn) sin(AæK) — (cos(AtQ) — 1 ) (cos(AæjT) — 1 ))
(4.25)
A tA x
4Ai . 9 f  A x K \  I 6 A2 . 4 / A x K \
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where we have used the identities
+  7*^ =  ^Ai/ 2  -^ Aœ +  =  ^A x/2’ (4.26)
For the Preissman box scheme the dispersion relation [5] is given by
D{Qp, Kp)  =  0,pKp  — XiKp  +  X2Kp = 0,
which is equivalent to
Similarly, the numerical dispersion relation for the explicit midpoint scheme is given by 
T>{ÇÎAt,KAx) = LIa iK ax — Xi K"^^ +  A2 ÜT^ a, =  0 , 
which is just (4.23) for W  {Kax) defined in (4.24).
These numerical dispersion relations have been plotted over the exact dispersion relation 
in Figure 4.4. For the Preissman and explicit midpoint schemes, they can be plotted
directly using (4.21) and (4.23) along with (4.24), and we find results similar to the
linear Boussinesq equation. There are no computational modes for the Preissman scheme, 
and the numerical and exact dispersion relations are very close together. The explicit 
midpoint scheme does have computational modes, just as we would expect. In the case 
of the Euler scheme, writing the numerical firequency as a function of the wave number 
is more complicated. However, using (4.25), one can numerically find Q, for any given K ,  
and this gives an approximation to the numerical dispersion relation, which is plotted in 
Figure 4.4. We find in this case that the Euler scheme also admits computational modes, 
because for every wave number there are two frequencies.
It has become clear that if the identities (4.26) can be used to completely re-describe 
the numerical dispersion relation for the Euler scheme, which is the case for the linear 
Boussinesq equation, then there are no computational modes. We expect that this is 
the case for any problems described by first order field theory, such as the nonlinear 
wave equation, but it is possible that the Euler scheme admits computational modes for 
other types of problems. However, we also observe that the Preissman box scheme does 
not have computational modes for any problems based on the relation (4.14), because 
tan (fîA t/2 ) is always invertible for —tt/ 2  < Q At/2  < tt/ 2 .  By the same argument, we 
expect the explicit midpoint scheme will always have computational modes for every 
problem of the form (4.2).
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There are, in fact, two characteristics tha t we expect a multi-symplectic numerical 
method to have. The first involves the absence of numerically induced diffusion, which is 
implied by a discrete multi-symplectic conservation law and is also apparent from the real 
numerical dispersion relations. The second characteristic expected of a multi-symplectic 
method, which has not been included in the current definition of a multi-symplectic inte­
grator, is the nonexistence of computational modes. For this reason we will not consider 
the explicit midpoint scheme to be a multi-symplectic integrator, and in some cases we 
will not consider the Euler box scheme to be a multi-symplectic integrator.
Backward E rror Analysis
In this chapter, we begin to investigate the behavior of multi-symplectic numerical meth­
ods applied to nonlinear Hamiltonian PDEs by analyzing the effects of the scheme on the 
energy and momentum conservation laws. A most useful method for this investigation is 
backward error analysis, which uses simple Taylor series expansions to find the equation, 
known as the modified equation, that is solved to higher order by the numerical solution.
Backward error analysis was first introduced by Wilkinson [57] for the purpose of un­
derstanding the propagation of rounding errors in computational linear algebra. More
recently, the ideas of backward error analysis have been applied to ordinary differential
equations and have been found to be very useful for understanding the behavior of nu­
merical schemes as well as solution error for Hamiltonian ODEs. Our aim is to extend 
these ideas to numerical methods for Hamiltonian PDEs, but we must first introduce the 
standard analysis for ODEs.
5.1 Backward Error A nalysis for ODEs
Since the expansions used in backward error analysis are dependent upon the scheme 
used to discretize a differential equation, we must use a specific method in order to 
demonstrate how the analysis is done. However, the following can be done for any finite 
difference method, and the techniques are described by Hairer, Lubich and Wanner [28, 
Chapter 9] and Sanz-Serna and Calvo [52, pages 129-131]. Consider the ODE
ÿ  =  p(ï/W), (5.1)
and discretize using the first order explicit Euler method to get
ÿ '+ ' =  î/' +  Atp(s/*). (5.2)
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Computing the first two terms of the Taylor series expansion of y{ti +  At)  about ti gives
y{u+i) =  y{ti) + Aty{ti) +  — 2/(ti) +  O(At^), (5.3)
and using the original equation (5.1), this is equivalent to
A+2
y{ti+i) =  y{ii) +  Atg{y{ti)) +  — dy9 (ij{ti))g{y{ti)) +  O(At^), (5.4)
where âyg(y(ti)) denotes the Jacobian of g.
Now, ignoring all terms of order At^ and higher in the expansion (5.4) and comparing
it to the Euler scheme (5.2), we write the modified differential equation
y =  ff(y) := â(y) -  ^^yff(y)y(y)- (5.5)
This is called a first modification because we have added one term to the original equation 
in order to define the modified equation. Using Taylor again for the modified equation, 
this implies
A f2
y(ti+i) =  y(ti) +  Atg(y(ti)) +  +  O(At^)
=  y(ti) +  At ^g(y(ti)) -  ^âyg(y(ti))g(y(ti))
Af2
+  O(At^)
= y{ti) +  Atg{y{ti)) +  O(At^),
and this shows that the explicit Euler scheme (5.2) solves the modified equation (5.5) to 
second order accuracy. Clearly, the numerical method will solve the modified equation 
to higher accuracy if more terms from the Taylor series are used. In fact, the modified 
equation can be written more generally with
9j(y)  =  g{y) +  ^ t g i i y )  + ^ t ‘^ g2 iy) -i- ■ ■. + At^gp{y),
such that the explicit Euler method applied to this equation becomes
+ Aig{y‘) +  0(AC+1),
and provided the limit as p —)• oo exists, we can find the differential equation that is 
exactly solved by the numerical method.
For the Hamiltonian system (1.5), we have
g{y) = J~^VyiJ(y).
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For the sake of simplicity let y =  (p, q)^ and assume the Hamiltonian is the sum of kinetic 
and potential terms such that H{p, q) ~  T{p) + V(q). Then the system of equations is 
written
p =  - V q V  (g), q =  VpT(p),
and discretizing with the symplectic Euler method yields
pi+i =  p ' -  AtVgy(g'+^) 
ÿ + l =  g‘ +  AtVpT(p‘)
which is clearly just implicit Euler for the first equation and explicit Euler for the second. 
Note that this method is still explicit when q is updated before p, and it can be written 
in a similar form to the symplectic Euler method of Chapter 3. By shifting the indicies 
of the first equation, we get
p‘ = p ’- i - A t V , y ( ? ‘), 
and we find that the resulting discretization is equivalent to
J+5+y* +  =  VyH{y% (5.7)
for 0 0 A , _ /  0 I
- I  0 j •^ += 0 0
which is a general form of the symplectic Euler scheme for the system (1.5).
Using the Taylor series expansions as in (5.4), we get
Af2
p(ti) =  p(4+i) +  AtV qV  (q(ti+i)) — Vqq (q(ti+i)) VpT (p(ti+i)) +  0 (A f ) ,
and Af2
çr(ii+i) =  g(ti) + AiVpT (p(ti)) -  — Tyy (p(ii)) VyV  (q(U)) + O(At^), 
which implies the modified equations
p =  _ V ,F ( ,)  -  — V,,(?)VpT(p) 
q =  VpT(p) +  — T,p(p)V ,y(î),
neglecting higher order terms. This system of equations is, in fact, Hamiltonian and can 
be derived from the modified Hamiltonian function
5  =  H  +  ^ V p T (p )V ,y (« ) ,
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or more generally
H  =  H  +  ^ { V ,T \ <
where {>,•} denotes the canonical bracket also known as the Poisson bracket, which is 
defined
In general, the modified Hamiltonian for the symplectic Euler method can be written
=  -ff +  Y  {V, T} +  —  ({T, {T. y}} +  {V, {y, T}}) +  . . . ,  (5.8)
where p is the number of modifications and the expansion terms are found using the BCH 
formula (cf. [28, Chapter 9] and [52, Chapter 1 2 ]). A modified Hamiltonian system of 
equations can also be obtained for inseparable Hamiltonian systems, but we only consider 
separable Hamiltonians for this introduction to backward error analysis. More general 
results are found in the next two chapters.
Unfortunately, this series is only an asymptotic expansion and does not always converge 
as p —>• oo. However, it can be shown tha t the series converges before it starts to diverge, 
and by using an optimal choice for p, the difference in the flow maps of the modified 
equation and the numerical method is exponentially small. In order to make this point 
more clear, let ^A t  be the flow map of some numerical method and let ^At.p be the flow 
map of the truncated modified equation such that
=  ®At(y’),
and
3/(ti+i) -  ^Ai,p(y") =  y' +  A tpi(y') +  At^g2{y") +  . . .  +  At^pp(y'),
where the coefficients gj are defined by the original differential equation and the numerical 
method. Then one trivially derives the difference
ll$Ai,,(y‘) -  $A .(y)ll < c , { y ' ) A e + \
when the maps involved are smooth, and typically one cannot expect to get a better 
estimate than
Cp(y') < ci(c2 p)f 
for real analytic functions y. This upper bound is minimal when
p =  (c2 Ate)~^,
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and this choice of p yields the exponential estimate
-  $At(3/‘)ll <
which shows that the solution of modified equation is exponentially close to the numerical 
solution.
T h e  K ep ler P rob lem
To demonstrate this more explicitly, we return to the Kepler problem with the Hamilto­
nian (1 .8 ). Splitting the Hamiltonian such that H(p, q) =  T{p) +  V'(g) with
T(p) =  M ± A  and V(q) =
2 +
and discretizing with the symplectic Euler scheme (5.6) implies
* f  ( « ) ■ <” >
Then the corresponding differential equations are satisfied by the numerical solution to 
second and third order, respectively. This higher order convergence is easily recognized 
in the lower right hand plot of Figure 1 . 1  where we plot the Hamiltonians H  and H\ 
along the numerical solution.
and
5.2 Standard Backward Error for th e W ave E quation
It is now possible to formally apply these ideas to PDEs, and we do so here in an example. 
For the semi-linear wave equation we can discretize in space in order to obtain a large 
system of Hamiltonian ODEs. Then we can perform a backward error analysis for this 
system, deriving a modified Hamiltonian system of ODEs, which in turn gives modified 
semi-discrete conservation laws.
Consider the Hamiltonian ODE (3.7) with periodic boundary conditions
u^{t) =  u°(t) =  u'^(i).
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and for the sake of simplicity let a{w) =  w ^/2 , which yields the spatially discrete system 
of equations
V? =  -  / '(« " ) , <  =  v".
Then re-scaling the velocities = v‘^ /A x  and discretizing in time by a symplectic Euler
method yields the equations
with the periodic boundary conditions
where s = A t /A x ,  which is equivalent to the equations (3.10) for this choice of a{w). 
Now if we let y* =  (u^,v*)^, where u* and are defined to be the vectors containing 
n”’* and respectively for all n, then these equations define a map denoted by
yi+l =  W,(y’).
This symplectic map is e-close to the identity. Thus, one can find an approximate 
Hamiltonian flow map according to the results in [6 , 50]. The difference between these 
maps can be made exponentially small in terms of the parameter e which implies near 
conservation of total energy over exponentially long time intervals. The validity of this 
statement depends crucially upon letting e -4- 0, and this is obviously a much stronger 
requirement than the usual CFL stability condition e < 1 , which often implies excellent 
conservation of energy even for nonlinear problems.
On the other hand, one could formally apply standard backward error analysis to (3 .7 ) 
based on the fact that the time discretization is a simple splitting method (cf. [28]), We 
refer to this formal method of backward error analysis as BEA-1 . A spatial discretization 
of a Hamiltonian PDE, using a symplectic integrator, yields a Hamiltonian system of 
DDEs. Thus, BEA- 1  can be used to formally derive the modified equations. Choose a 
splitting of the Hamiltonian (3.9) such that H  = T  + V  with
n—1 n=l
This implies, for example.
J
{V, T} = Y ,  -  ■“"/'{«")) • (5.11)n=l
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To get a second modification, one would need the additional terms 
{T, [T, V}} =  ( K ) V " K )  +  V'Slv")
n —1
and ^
{V ,{V ,T}}  =  x :  -  i f ( u " ) f ) .
n=l
Higher order modifications are found in a similar manner.
Upon first observation we see that the modification terms also depend on powers of 
1/A x,  which are all hidden in finite difference approximations. Hence, we must make the 
following necessary but reasonable assumptions, in order to guarantee that the associated 
modified Hamiltonian (5.8) indeed depends only on At,
A l: The solutions of the given PDE remain smooth over the time interval of interest.
A 2 : For A x  sufficiently small and A t satisfying a CFL stability condition, all necessary 
finite difference approximations can be bounded by a constant that does not depend 
on A x  and At (discrete smoothness).
This implies, for example, the estimate
< constant,
which implies {U,T} =  0(1) and the first modification term is 0 (A t). Naturally, A l 
and A 2  imply that the jth. modification term in (5.8) is indeed 0 (A P ) .  Unfortunately, 
the rigorous proof of A 2  is strongly problem dependent for nonlinear PDEs, and it is a 
proof beyond the scope of this thesis. Clearly, a CFL stability argument is a necessary 
condition to ensure that A2 holds, but it is not sufficient. Some nonlinear stability 
argument is needed. In a similar context, Oliver, Wulff, and West [47] assume the 
solutions of the semi-linear wave equation are analytic to prove results concerning the 
conservation of momentum for the modified equations. The assumptions A l and A 2  do 
allow a formal application of BEA- 1  to these types of problems where the small parameter 
e just becomes At. Hence, we assume they hold throughout the text.
5,3 M odified C onservation Laws for th e W ave Equation
After one finds a modified Hamiltonian, the modified equations of motion are easily 
obtained. With this, it is possible to find semi-discrete modified conservation laws of
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energy and momentum, which are satisfied by the numerical solution to higher order.
If we can write
then, e.g..
j  J
r  =  and V  = ^ V ^ ,
n —1 n=l
n=l \m=l /
and more generally a modified Hamiltonian, which is well defined due to the periodic 
boundary conditions, can be written
J
= (5.12)
n = l
where is a semi-discrete modified energy density. Using this energy density and the 
corresponding equations of motion, we can obtain the semi-discrete conservation laws of 
energy and momentum. This is the subject of
T heo rem  5.1 Given a Hamiltonian system of the form (3.8) with a Hamiltonian of the 
general form 
J
g  =  E " = (5.13)
n=l
is a semi-discrete energy density, then there is a corresponding flux F'^ satisfying a semi­
discrete energy conservation law (3.4).
Proof of this result and a constructive method for finding F'^ are found in Appendix B.
Notice that the energy density given in (5.13) is the most general form that is possible for 
the modified equation in this case because the modified Hamiltonian is found using (5.8), 
and the terms T and V  only depend upon u” , u” , and their discrete spatial derivatives. 
Furthermore, this result holds for finite J  and for periodic boundary conditions on the 
interior of the given region, as well as for an infinite domain. Hence, the same could 
formally be done for a momentum conservation law, and this is now demonstrated for 
the nonlinear wave equation.
The spatially discrete energy density in (3.9) can be differentiated with respect to time 
yielding
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and using the equations (3.7) we get
This implies
dtET =  ■u^5tcr'{5:u'') + 5Zu'la'{S-vr) 
1
A x K  (“•'('Sx +  cr'i5-u") «  -  < - " ) )
Therefore, (3.4) is satisfied with the obvious substitution
This conservation law and the one obtained using Proposition 3.2 are equivalent.
Taking cr{w) — w^/2 and using (5.8) with (5.11), we find the modified Hamiltonian for 
p =  1 is given by (5.12) with
= \  { { v " f  + (S;v."Ÿ  +  At {v’^ Slu" -  « " / '(« " )) )  +  f in " ) ,  (5.14)
(5.15)
and the modified Hamiltonian system of ODEs becomes
-Dt" +  =  /'(i<") - -x /" (u")«",
= v " - ^ f ' { u " ) .
In fact, this system can be rewritten in the form
- <  +  5+10" -  ^ 5 + ^ "  =  / ' ( « " ) - ‘f / '> " ) i ; " ,
=  v " - f / '(« " ) ,
—5~u^ =  —w^,
f d z u "  =  f V " ,
which is the symplectic Euler discretization in space for the multi-symplectic PDE (1.14) 
with z =  {u ,v ,w ,4>,ip)'^  and
71^ — 7/7^^  =  — y -  +  y(^) -  y  ( / ( " ) ^  -  # ) ,
for 'w —i) — Ua; and 0 =  Va,.
Now, a higher order semi-discrete modified energy conservation law
+  =  o (s.ie)
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can be found through this modified multi-symplectic PDE, using (3.5) to find Ë ” and F^. 
However, this can become quite cumbersome as higher order derivatives are involved for 
higher order modifications and the phase space of the modified multi-symplectic PDE 
becomes very large. Furthermore, finding a canonical way to get a modified multi- 
symplectic PDE using BEA-1 is not straightforward. Therefore, it is useful to use The­
orem 5.1 and differentiate the energy density given in the modified Hamiltonian with 
respect to time. Then one can use the modified equations to derive a modified energy 
conservation law.
The modified energy density (5.14) can be differentiated with respect to t to give
(i5x ( Ç -  Ç / ( “ " ) ) )
•<5x t»" («" +  Y
A t
T
which is found according to the results of Appendix B. Then the system of equations
(5.15) implies
dtÈ? =  +  Y  ,
which shows that (5.16) is satisfied for p =  1,
Similar results can be derived formally concerning a momentum conservation law. First 
notice that the time discrete semi-linear wave equation (1.17) can be written
w l = dfu' -f f  (u"), <  =  w \  (5.17)
disregarding stability issues. This is, in fact, also a Hamiltonian system in space where 
the Hamiltonian is given by
H  ^  (T , for (?  =  -  ((?z;')2 -P "  / K ) -  (5-18)
We can differentiate the momentum flux given by G* to get
=  w 'w i +  S tu 'S ^w ' -  = S f (w '-^S fu ')
where we have used (5.17), and this is just the semi-discrete momentum conservation 
law (3,6).
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Consider a splitting of (5.18) such that H  = T  A-V  for
H Nts Nta
and y  =
i=l  i=l
Then the first modification can be found by evaluating
Nts
i - 1
which implies the modified momentum flux
G\ = 5 (K )^  +  +  Ax {w'5^u' + w 'f iu '} ) )  -  f{u%  (5.19)
Thus, the modified semi-discrete equations of motion are given by 
K  = 5lu' + f { u ' } - ^ { S l w '  + w 'f ( u ') )
<  =  •^ * +  ^ { « , V  +  / 'K ) ) ,
where the modification terms now contain corrections in space, rather than in time.
Writing this system as a multi-symplectic PDE would now lead to a semi-discrete mod­
ified momentum conservation law, but this again becomes very cumbersome for higher 
order modifications, so it is better to use an analog of Theorem 5.1. Hence, the semi­
discrete modified momentum conservation law is obtained by differentiating (5 ,^ given in 
(5.19), with respect to x  to get
dxG\ -  Ô Ï ul  +  vAwl -  f'{vl)ul,
“w' + + w l f i u ' )  4- w ' ^ f { u ^ ) u i )  .
Then, using the modified equations and substituting
w^wl =  +  f{u ^ )u l
+ wiôfu^ + -h wif'{u^)) ,
gives
=  S ^u 'S ^v i + u is^u ' +  ^  (w‘ô H  -  u is^w ')
and this is a semi-discrete modified momentum conservation law.
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It is important to notice that there are two sets of modified equations here, one lead­
ing to a semi-discrete energy conservation law and the other leading to a semi-discrete 
momentum conservation law, depending on how we do the backward error analysis. In 
fact, the modified equations here are only for the systems of ODEs that result from 
a semi-discretization of the PDE. The advantage is that we can obtain semi-discrete 
conservation laws. However, the price paid for these is an incomplete picture of the 
modified equations for the PDE, and as a result, we get an incomplete understanding of 
the numerical solution behavior. However, this problem is addressed in Chapter 7.
5.4 Fully D iscrete C onservation Laws
Now that the theory behind these ideas has been made clear, it is important to know 
how this works in practice.
Conservation of total energy can be monitored numerically by checking that the Hamilto­
nian converges to a constant value as A t  -4- 0. For the modified equations, conservation 
of total energy can be checked directly because the modification terms contain no time 
derivatives, meaning no additional discretization error is introduced. Thus, the discrete 
Hamiltonian Hp, which is just the Hamiltonian evaluated at the numerical solution that 
is obtained using the symplectic Euler scheme, satisfies
8 ; = (5.20)
where Hpifi), the semi-discrete Hamiltonian given in (5.12) evaluated along the exact 
solution of the modified equation, is constant.
In contrast, the local energy conservation law does contain time derivatives, and in 
order to maintain the order of convergence of the modified conservation law numerically, 
we must use an approximation of the appropriate order for each time derivative. In 
general, we can derive a semi-discrete energy conservation law (5.16) for any number of 
modifications p, and we know that this conservation law is satisfied along the numerical 
solution up to an 0{AtP^^) error. Hence, to check the order of convergence numerically, 
this conservation law must be discretized using no less than an 0{AtP'^^) method. As 
we consider the fully discrete conservation law, let
be any discretization of order p +  1. Then, we have the residual
r-J’* =  =  0(Ai"+^) (5.21)
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provided each term containing time derivatives in is also discretized to the appropriate 
order. These higher order discretizations can be achieved in many ways, but one of the 
simplest and most practical is to use symmetric differencing (cf. [21, page 16]). The same 
analysis holds for discrete momentum conservation laws, where the spatial derivatives in
(3.6) with p modifications must be approximated by a method of the appropriate order.
Again, this can be demonstrated with the nonlinear wave equation. Clearly, (5.20) is 
immediately satisfied for both the modified and unmodified equations. Moreover, (5.21) 
with p =  0 is satisfied for
E"'' =  i  +  /K '* )
and
and it is satisfied for p =  1 with
E'l'' = i  +  At («"■’))) +
and
F ,'' =  - ( i f ^  ,
respectively, where one can use, for example, and =  [5^ -f- 5 f)l2 .
6 —
A Revised Modified Equations Approach
The standard method of backward error analysis, presented in the previous chapter, can 
only be applied to a system of ODEs. These ideas can formally be applied to PDEs by 
considering the lattice differential equations tha t result from a semi-discretization of the 
PDE. Then using these equations one can easily obtain modified conservation laws of 
energy and momentum, which in turn lead to a better understanding of the behavior of 
the numerical method.
Though this analysis proved to be useful, there are certain limitations, because the 
modified equations only represent a system of ODEs and as a result only give a partial 
description of the error induced by the scheme. We would like to suggest that one use 
the expansion (5.3) rather than (5.4) in order to find modified equations for PDEs. To 
make it clear how this should be done for multi-symplectic PDEs, we discuss Hamiltonian 
ODEs first. This chapter is devoted to the derivation of modified equations using this 
revised approach for ODEs, and to an analysis of their properties. Though this approach 
may be somewhat less practical for ODEs than the standard approach, it becomes more 
useful in the context of PDEs discussed in the next chapter.
6.1 T he Sym plectic Euler M eth od
Consider the Hamiltonian ODE (1.5) for y € R , and the symplectic Euler scheme (5.7). 
Using the standard Taylor series expansion of a function y{t) given by (5.3), implies
+ ^ y u iU )  +  (6.1)
and we also have
- ■ ■ ■ ■  (6 .2)
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Thus, we can replace and in (5.7) by truncated versions of (6.1) and (6.2) 
respectively and obtain the modified system of equations
J+y* -b y J + y «  4- J-2/i — =  VyH{y), 
which is equivalent to
3yt  +  Y ^ y t t  =  v „ ir ( y ) ,  (6.3)
where
P =  J+ -
is symmetric. This is a first modification because we have ignored all terms of order At^ 
and higher. In general, we obtain the modified system of equations
+  Y ^ ^ y t t  +  ^ J y t u  + . . .  +  =  V y H ( y )
for p modifications, which can also be stated in the compact form
E  Q ( A t ) r , ^ + \  =  V y H { y ) ,  (6.4)
j=0
where
p  ^  j  J , for i  even 
 ^ ^ P , for j  odd
and
Cj{At) -  -jjj. (6.5)
Note that the equation obtained by differentiation of (1.5) with respect to t  can be used 
to recursively eliminate the higher order derivatives, and yield the modified equations 
obtained from BEA-1 in the previous chapter. However, this becomes increasingly more 
complicated for higher order modifications, and this revised approach gives a more nat­
ural way of writing the modified equation.
6.1.1 A  M odified H am iltonian System
This brings us to the first result concerning these new modified equations, where we use 
the following definition. Let the column vector ÿ G stand for
ÿ = ÿp=  (6.6)
with =  y, and y^ ^^  = d/y for all j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  p.
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L em m a 6.1 The function Hp{y) defined by
p f [ { k + i ) / 2] \
= H  + X  (6.7)
6=1 \  j=l J
where [77] 7 5  the greatest integer less than or equal to 77 and
^ f o r j  = {k + l) /2
 ^ 1 1, otherwise ’
is a conserved quantity for the modified equation (6 .4 ).
The following proof of this result exploits the fact that taking the inner product of yt 
with the modified equation (6.4) yields an equation of the form dJT/dt =  0. This idea 
is used several times in the remainder of the text, and we note the similarity of this 
approach to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Hairer and Lubich [27].
Proof For p =  1 we have
and taking the derivative gives
^-ffi = ^ H { y )  -  ^  {{yt t ,Pyt )  +  {yt ,Pyt t ))
/\f-  {yt,"^yH{y)) - — {ytyPytt).
Now take the inner product of the modified equations (6.3) with yt to obtain
/\f0 = {yt ,3yt) = { y t , VyH{ y) )  -  — {yt jPyt t )  
and this shows that Hi is a conserved quantity for the equation (6.3).
Now assume the lemma is true for p = m. Then,
Af
0 =  { y t , 3 y t }  =  { y t . V y H i y ) )  -  -^(% ,Pm ) -  ■ ■. -
“  ‘ • fd ^y ),
and in order to prove the lemma by induction we must show that
[(Tr.+2)/2)
^© m (y) ^  Y ]
j=i
— ~ (yt»
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where the first equation here is recognized to be the definition of O^n- Note that 
[ ( 6+ l ) / 2]
j=i
Thus, we see that the first term of this sum is in fact
-  = -  (y,,r.„+iar+M ,
and all remaining terms cancel due to the alternating sign until we reach the final term. 
If m  is odd, then F^n+i =  J, [(m +  2)/2] =  (m +  l) /2  and the final term is just
If m  is even, then F^n+i =  P , [(m -f* 2)/2] =  (m +  2)/2, and the final two terms are given
by
because hj = 1/2 in this case. Since this term cancels with the previous term, this 
completes the proof. O
In fact, the modified equations (6.4) can be written as a Hamiltonian ODE over an 
enlarged phase space with Hamiltonian function Hp. This is the subject of the following 
theorem.
T heorem  6.1 The modified system of equations (6.4) with p modifications is equivalent 
to the Hamiltonian system
3yt ~  VÿHp(ÿ), (6.8)
for Hp given in (6.7). Here, J  is the block matrix consisting of the matrix elements 
such that
J i j  6  R 2d x 2d  j  6  j j ^ 2d ( p + l ) x 2d ( p + l )
where
-r _  /  (-l)^Q +j(A t)r^+ j, 0 < 7 4- ji < p
2 4 - j > p
f o r i , j  =  0,1,2, . . . ,p .
Before proving this statement for any p, we first show that the modified equations can be 
written as a Hamiltonian system for a few specific cases, making the proof more straight
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forward. In the case p =  1, the modified equation takes the form (6.3). Thus, defining 
yW) =  this system is equivalent to
But this is just (6.8) with
y
,(1)
y
yt
A T _  / Jand J  — ( _Atp  Q
and
H i { y )  =  H { y ) ~ ^  = H { y ) - ~ ^  (yt,P yi).A t
For p — 2, the modified equation becomes
A t  A t ^  3yt H ^Pyw  4* g 3yttt =  VyJf(7/),
which can also be written
3yt 4“ yPy*^^ 4- =  V y H { y ) ,
where we have set yt = y^^  ^ and ytt =  Using these new variables, we can also write
and
which also implies
- ^ P %  -  ’ =  -■6 2 
Thus, equation (6.8) with p =  2 is satisfied for
~G
y =  y
y
(1)
;(2)
and J  =
J f p A*2 ,—  J
0-r 6 ^ 0 0 /
with
Ë 2 {y) = H{y) -  ^  Pi/(^)^ ^  (y^^\ ) .
For p =  3, we find that the modified equation
At At^ At^3yt 4- — Pytt  4— ~ 3 y t t t  4- - y P y m t  =  ^yH {y),
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is equivalent to (6.8) for
/  y \7/(1)
(2) J  =
/  J  ^ p  A
—A t-p —At^  T — At^  -p n
2 ,  6, 24 ^  "
0 0
^ p  0 0 0 ;
and
Ê siÿ) =  Jî(y) - (y*^’,Py*^*) -  ^  Jy*^^)
- ^ ( ( y « , P y ‘^ > ) - i ( y ® , P y ® ) ) ,
using similar manipulations. Continuing in this manner, one finds a Hamiltonian formu­
lation for the modified equation over an enlarged phase space, as stated in Theorem 6.1. 
Now we prove this result.
Proof First, consider Hp(y) given in Lemma 6.1. Denote the vector elements of the 
vector V^Ép  by so that
^ y ^ p i y )  =  C ~  (Coj Cij ■ • • > Cp) J
with
and
Co =  V yH  (yW ) =  VyH iv)
Cj =  ( - l y  X  for j  =  1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  p.
6=j
Therefore, since (6.8) implies Jÿt — C, we have
X J o . W  =  X C i ( A i ) r , 4 ‘^> =  VyH iy) =  Co
6=0 6= 0
and
k—j k=j k=j
for j  =  1,2 ,3 , . . .  p. Then this can be used recursively to get the equations
=  2/(*+i) for =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  p, 
which are then used successively to yield (6.4). This proves the theorem. □
This modified Hamiltonian Hp is equivalent to the modified Hamiltonian derived using 
standard backward error analysis up to O(At^'^i). The only difference here is that
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the modification terms contain explicit time derivatives, and this has implications for 
checking the conservation of total energy numerically. To make this clear, notice that 
the discrete modified Hamiltonian must satisfy
similar to (5,20). Thus, it is a necessary condition that each time derivative of Ép is 
approximated to the appropriate order to ensure the desired order of convergence, and 
this is easily done using symmetric differencing (cf. [21, page 16]).
6.1.2 Lagrangian Form ulation
The modified equations are also equivalent to an Euler-Lagrange equation which is de­
rived from the appropriate Lagrangian. For example, if p =  1, the modified equations 
can be derived from the Lagrangian density
Li =  Li{y,yt) ~ H {y )  + ^  {yt,3y) +  ~  . (6.9)
In this case, the associated Euler-Lagrange equation is given by
0 —  dtdy^Li —  dyL\
= dt Q j y  +  ^ P m j  +  -  Vyi7(y),
but this is just (6.3). The following proposition shows that this can be done for any 
number of modifications.
P ro p o sitio n  6.1 The modified equation (6 .4 )  is equivalent to the Euler-Lagrange equa­
tion associated with the modified Lagrangian density
4  =  E (y) +  X  ^  ( c % ( A t )  J ^ y )  +  ( h j + l ( A t )  P ^ '+ 'y ) )  .
j= 0
Proof The Lagrangian density is of the form
( y, yt , y«, ' . ' , ■
Hence, the associated Euler-Lagrange equation is given by
0 =  (^-dy -f dtdyt -  dudy^t +  . . .  +  L^
[p/2]+l
=  X
6=0
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Now substitute for Lp, and consider individual terms. First, for terms containing J, 
notice that p is even. Thus, for each k we have
i  3d ^y) = i  ( s ‘+i
=  j a f + 'y .  (6.10)
For the terms containing P  we get
i( ( - i )* '+ '( - i ) '= - 'a f 'a a .„ (a * y ,p a ,‘’y ) )  =  ( - i ) “ a^pa*y
= P afy ,
and this implies
(p/2) .
Vvif(y) =  X  (C2 *:(At)Jaf+'y +  C2 t+ i(A «)P af y) .
6=0
Since this is just (6.4), the proof is complete. □
In order to relate this result back to the modified Hamiltonian formulation of the previous 
subsection, we note that (6.8) can be derived from a Lagrangian formulation with
L  =  | ( ÿ . j ÿ « ) - A ( ÿ ) -
Yet this is just Lp given in Proposition 6.1.
We strictly consider the ODE case here, but we can apply these ideas to Hamiltonian 
PDEs in the following way. First, we can use the semi-discretized Hamiltonian system of 
PDEs then apply the revised backward error analysis to the resulting system of ODEs to 
obtain a modified Hamiltonian system similar to (6.8). We refer to this method as BEA- 
2, and note that the results are similar to the application of BEA-1, as is demonstrated 
in the following examples.
6 .1 .3  M o d e l P r o b le m s
To demonstrate this new modified equations approach for ODEs we return to the Kepler 
problem, and then consider an application of these ideas to the nonlinear wave equation.
T he  K epler P rob lem
Discretizing the Kepler problem (1.7) with the symplectic Euler method (5.6) implies 
the modified equations
A t
I t  —  P   - ^ I t t t ,
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of modified Hamiltonians such that Hj and are obtained 
using BEA-1 and BEA-2, respectively.
=  10
At
Figure 6.2: Order of convergence in energy conservation where the unmodified (crosses) 
and modified Hamiltonians, obtained using BEA-1 (solid) and BEA-2 (dashed), are eval­
uated along the numerical solution.
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and - q  A t At^
where p,q Ç.M?. Taking the inner product of the first equation with pt and of the second 
equation with qt and taking the difference of the two resulting equations yields
{ptVp  +  +  {qt)'^Ptt) +  - g -  {{qt)'^put -  (pt)'^qttt) =  0 .
But this is just
-^-^2 =  0 dt
for
H 2 = H -  ^ {p t) '^q t  +  ^  {{qt)'^Ptt -  (pt)'^qtt) ,
and comparing this to the modified Hamiltonian given in (5.10) we find that they are 
equivalent up to order At^ terms. In the same way, truncating the expansion after one 
term yields
Hi = H  -  ^ ( p t ) ^ q t  
and we find that this is equivalent to (5.9) up to an 0{At'^) correction.
Now we demonstrate a comparison of BEA-1 and BEA-2 for the Kepler problem. In 
Figure 6.1, we plot the modified Hamiltonians _H"i and H 2 along the numerical solution, 
along with the modified Hamiltonians given in (5.9) and (5.10). With each successive 
modification the Hamiltonian is preserved to higher accuracy, and BEA-2 yields similar 
results to that of BEA-1. Figure 6.2 plots the norm of the residual in total energy conser­
vation for different values of At, showing again that BEA-1 and BEA-2 are equivalent up 
to higher order terms. This plot also reveals that the modified Hamiltonians are satisfied 
by the numerical solution to second order for one modification and to third order for two 
modifications for both BEA-1 and BEA-2.
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These ideas can be applied to PDEs in a more complete manner, but first we apply these 
results to the nonlinear wave equation and discuss conservation of total energy using 
the Hamiltonian ODEs that result from a semi-discretization. After applying BEA-2 to
(3.7), the modified equations of motion become
Vf + -  f i u " ) ,  <  -  (6.11)
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and this implies an associated modified energy density
s r  =  ^ + a (5 -u '')+ / ( » " ) + — uzvz.
To show that the total energy related to through (5.12), is conserved, we take 
the time derivative of Ë f , This yields
dtËz= « X + + / ' K ) « r + Y  + «?<») •
Since the equations (6.11) imply
v’^ vZ =  uZ -  Z 'K )  -  ^ ^ 5 )  -
we get
dtÈZ =  , (6.12)
and the total energy is clearly conserved under the assumed periodic boundary conditions. 
It becomes apparent from (6.12) that we have a semi-discrete local energy conservation 
law in this case because the backward error analysis has been performed on a system of 
ODEs rather than the original PDE, Similar results hold for a momentum conservation 
law.
6.2 T he Im plicit M idpoint R ule
Discretizing the Hamiltonian system (1.5) with the implicit midpoint rule yields
3&ty' =  v „ i r  (y '+ '/^ ) , (6.13)
where
= + 'i )  ■
Then, using the Taylor series expansions
At At^ At^3/k+l) =  3/%+l/2) +  “^2/i(^î+i/2) +  2^3/#('^i+i/2) +  +  • • • (6.14)
and
At At^ At^y { ^ i )  -  2/ k + i / 2) — (4 +1/2) +  (4 +1/2) -  ^3^ 2/m(4 +1/ 2) +  • • ■ (6.15)
we find that
2/(4+i ) "2/(4) _  /, \ , At^ / \ , At^  ^ , ^ ---------   y t  (4 +1/2) +  ^2^ 2/m (4 +1/2) +  - ^ y t t t t t  (4 +1/2) +  . . .
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and
2/(4+i) “b 2/(4) _  (j. \ \ , At^ \ ,
2  -  y (4 +1 / 2 ) +  ^ ^ 2 /«  (4 +1 / 2 ) +  -^^ytttt (4 + 1 / 2 ) + ----
Taking the expansions out to 0{A t^^) and defining
^2k ^2k
(6.16)
for
yields
and
A t
2
sty*  =
i = o
yt+i/2 ^  ^  Aj[r)dl^y.
j = 0
Then substituting these expansions into (6.13) implies the general modified equation
J f ) =  V ,H  ( É + ( T ) 0 ^ i / )  , (6.17)
\ 3 = 0  J  \j=0 J
which can also be written as a modified Hamiltonian system of the form (6.8).
To demonstrate this, take p =  1. Then the modified equation becomes
J ( y t  + ( y  +
Introducing the variable
implies
2/ =  2/ +  -^ytt,
f  2t^  \  2t^  2t^yt + -^ yttt ~ — gi" j yttt =  yt — ^ 2/m =  yt — ^ y t t t  + (^"^  ^)•
Thus, if we ignore all 0{r^)  terms, the modified equation is written
2t^3 v t - Y T ^ V m - - V iH ( y ) .
Now, let 2/^ °^  =  y, 2/^ ^^  =  2/t°^  and Then the modified equation can be stated
as a first order ODE
Js/f^ -  y J s / f ' =  VÿJT (yp») ,
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which is equivalent to the modified Hamiltonian system (6.8) with
y
with
„ (0)
y — ( I and J
(2)
Hi{y) =  H  (y<°)) +  Y  ■
In order to show that this can be done for any number of modifications, we need the 
following lemma.
Lem m a 6.2 The modified equation (6.17) can be stated
J  ( e  = V jff  (y) , (6 .1 8 )
where p
y =  ^  (6.19)
j=o
and the coefficients Ck cure defined by the recursion
k
Ck{r) =  Bk{r) -  ^  Aj{T)Ck-j{r) (6.20)
j - i
for k — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  p.
Proof Assuming the definitions (6.19) and (6.20), the lemma can be proved by showing 
that
É  Cj (T )^ '+ 'g  =  E  S i(r)ô ? '+ 'ÿ . (6.21)
j=Q j=0
First, notice that
j=0 j=0 \k=0 J
j=0 fc=0
Now, if we ignore all O terms, then we can require j  + k < p, and this implies
j=0 A:=0 j=0 %=0
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By the definition (6.20), we have
k
=  ^A j(T )C & -j(T )
j=0
because Aq =  1 and Cq =  1. Therefore, equation (6.21) holds, and making the appropri­
ate substitutions into (6.17) yields the desired result. □
I
This result leads to the following theorem, which enables one to write the modified ODE !
(6.17) as a Hamiltonian system with an enlarged phase space.
T h eo rem  6.2 The system of modified equations (6.17) is equivalent to the Hamiltonian 
system (6.8) where
ÿ = ÿ p -  • • •,
and
Hp{y) = H  (j/O)) + ^  Ct(r) (
\ i = i
is a conserved quantity for (6.17). The Mock matrix J  consists of the matrix elements 
T ij, such that
J i j  G E2dx2d J  Ç j^2d(2p+l)x2d(2p+i)
where
_  j { -iyC k{r)3 ,  « -t-j =  2Æ, =  0 ,1 ,2 , . .  . ,p
 ^tJ I(0, otherwise
f o r i j  =  0,1,2 , . . .  ,p.
Proof Using Lemma 6.2, we can write the system of modified equations (6.17) as (6.18).
Now notice the similarity of this modified equation with (6.4). In fact, setting P  =  0 
and substituting the coefficients Cj{At) for Cj{r) in (6.4) yields (6.18). Therefore, the 
proof of this result is the same as the proof of Theorem 6.1 with different coefficients and 
P  =  0. □
To demonstrate this further, consider the modified equation with p =  2, given by
Setting
J 1 y* +  ~ ^ y t t t  +  - ^ y t t t t t  j  — V y H  [ y -i- - ^ y t t  +  - ^ y u u  ) •
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we find that
yt +  -^yttt +  -^yttttt yt + 2!
2+2
2+2 \  /+4 4+^
4+4
yttttt
Then, using (6.22), we get
2+2
3!
= yt — -^ y tu  — ^ y tt tu -
2+2 +  ^ gyttt = - ^ y t t t  — -^ ym tt +  0 { r  ),3! 3!
which implies
+4  ^ 2+2 ^yt + -^ yttt + -^ yttttt =  yt 3! *'“ + ( 3 !
2+4.
4+4
"sT yttttt
— yt — -^yttt + - ^ y t t t t t ,
where we have ignored all 0{r^)  terms. Thus, the modified equation can be written
J (y t  -  yym + “ V^H{y) .
Now this can be stated as a Hamiltonian system of the form (6,8) for
/ J 0 0 \
yW 0 f j 0 0ym and J  = - t J 0 0 0„(3) 0
0
0 0 0
/ V 0 0 0 y
y =
with
=  H  (y<°))
by setting y^ ^^  =  y.
+ (y(^\ Jy(2)^ -  ^  ,
Modified Equations fo r  PDEs
In the previous chapter, we have developed a method for finding modified equations for 
symplectic discretizations of systems of Hamiltonian ODEs. This method is equivalent to 
the standard method of backward error analysis commonly used for Hamiltonian ODEs, 
and it was shown that the modified equations are also Hamiltonian.
Now these ideas can readily be applied to multi-symplectic PDEs. Ideally, one would like 
to obtain a modified PDE which fully describes the numerical method and has correction 
terms for both the time discretization and the space discretization, i.e. the modification 
terms contain powers of both A t  and A x. This is achieved through an application of 
this revised approach in both space and time, and we call this BEA-3.
7.1 T he Euler B ox  Schem e
Now consider the numerical method (3.1). Using the Taylor series expansions (6.1)-(6.2), 
one can derive the modified PDE
/\i' /\ <7»
K zt +  (K +  — K _ )  ztt  +  Ï jZx H— —  (L+ — L _ ) z^x  — ^ z S { z ) ,  (7.1)
which can also be written as a multi-symplectic PDE. First, using the symmetric matrices 
M  and N  defined in (4.8) and setting and =  z^ yields
K zt +
Then this is equivalent to 
where z = [z, ^
K zt + t z ^  = V -Jp iz), (7.2)
K =
(  K  0 \  /  L 0
0 0 , L =  0 0 0 I , (7.3)\ 0 0 0 / \  0 0
85
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and
5 i( l)  = S ~ Y  A^ x (7.4)
Higher order modifications are found in the same way. For p = 2 the modified equation 
is written
/ \ i: Al^ / \x  /\ rp24 — iVEztt H 4" Lzg. 4 4 ^ Ezxxx ~  ^ztS"(z).
Then setting =  Zrj and for r] = x ,t ,  this is equivalent to (7.2) for
z  =  (z;
f  K  A |Îk  0 0 \
—Atiwr —
K =
0
V 0
 ^ -K 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 y
L =
0 0 0 
0 0 0
and
Ax2
52(5) =
L O O 0
A x
At^
A general formulation for p modifications is constructed in the proof of the following 
theorem.
T heorem  7.1 For any number of modifications p, the modified equation
p
V .S(z) =  Y ,  [Ci,(At)T^d^+*z + C ^{Ax)A td^+ h)
k=0
for Ck{-) defined in (6.5) and for
K, V p even
M , V p oddT p - and Ap =
L, V p even 
N , V p odd
(7.5)
can be written as the multi-symplectic PDE (7.2), and the terms S, z, K  and L are 
defined in the proof.
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Proof As an easy extension of the proof for Theorem 6.1, let
p /p+ i)/2]
s ,{z )  = s{z) +
k = l  \
 ^ À(k+l)/2] \
6=1 \  J=1 /
with
z =  , (7.6)
Then defining C such that
=  C — ( C o j C i j C L • ’ • j C p j C f i C f ) • • • >Cp) )
implies
Co =  v , s ( z ) ,  cj =  ( - l y  Y
k=j
and ^
g  =  ( - l y
k = j
for j  =  1,2, 3 , . . . ,  p. Now, let and denote the matrix elements of the block
matrices K  and L respectively, such that
K i j  e  and K  G M (^2p+i)xd(2p+i)
=
where
■. . =  / i , j  — 0 ,1 ,2 , . . .  ,p and i + j < p  
0, otherwise
and
L ij G and L G R4 2 p+i)xd(2p+i)
where
_  I ( - l ) ^ ’<^ 6x+6,(Aa?)A&,+A:j., i =  p +  /ci, j  ~  p-{-kj and i +  i  < 3p 
1 0, otherwise
for ki,k j =  1, 2, . . .  p with the requirements ki = Q for i =  0 and kj = 0 for j  =  0. 
Considering the first row of these matrices (the terms with j  = 0) and using K zt+ hzx ~  C 
implies
Co =  VzS{z) =  K zt +  Lza, 4- ^  +  Lo,6+p4'''^^)
k - l
Y  (C i(A i) r t4 ‘’'-'> +  c , ( A x ) a ,4 “''=>)
6=0
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such that =  z. Then the remaining equations containing t derivatives are
k = j  k—j
= ( - iy ^ C « ,(A () r tz W + :- : '')  =  Cj
k = j
for j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  p, which implies
=  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  p. (7.7)
We also have the x  derivative equations
2p—1
Djf i Zx +  ^  
k = j
2p—l
k =j
for j  =  p 4-1, p +  2 , . . . ,  2p. Then, by shifting this sum such that j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  p we get
( - iy X C * (A x )A ;i4 " ’«’-^) =  (- iy % ]% (A æ )A tz (" '''- '+ i)  =  CJ,
k =j  6=j
which implies
fc =  0 , l , 2 , . . . , p .  (7.8)
Then the relations (7.7) and (7.8) are used recm'sively to obtain (7.5), completing the 
proof. □
Since this theorem is such an easy extension of Theorem 6.1 for ODEs, it becomes clear 
that similar results are easily extended to problems with two and three space dimensions.
Notice, for the linear PDE (4.2), the modified equation takes the form
- iw K  -  +  . . .  +  i&L -  -  ^ i p L  + . .  .^ â  =  Aâ,
where we have substituted the solution
=  (7,9)
and if the series are not truncated we have simply
-  = ^ § ( - i X ^ K a + ^ g ( _ i y ( ^ i .
i  f  ( _ i y  ( ^ N à .
j ~ l  j=l  ^
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Since
s i n  A  =  \  ( —  1 ( 2 ; +  1)1
g2j
j=o
and
cos
this is just (4.9) with cD =  f2 and k ~  K .
R em ark  : The modified equations approach of Chapter 5 is more useful in the context 
of ODEs because higher derivatives of the variable y can be expressed in terms of 
higher derivatives of the right hand side and visa versa. Based on the analyticity of the 
solution, this enables one to derive exponential estimates which relate the numerical 
solution to the exact solution of the modified equations. In the PDE context it is no 
longer possible to define the modification terms such that all higher derivatives in space 
and time of the solution are simultaneously eliminated. As a result, estimates relating 
the numerical solution to the exact solution of the modified equation are much harder 
to achieve, and this is, in fact, still an open problem, o
Now we state the following result of Theorem 7.1.
C oro llary  7,1 The modified PDE (7.5) satisfies local energy and momentum conserva­
tion laws.
Proof Clearly, this result can be obtained directly from the modified multi-symplectic 
formulation (7.2) in the enlarged phase space. For example, the energy conservation law 
is of the form
dtÉp +  dxFp — 0,
where
Ép -  Sp{z) +  i  Lz^ and Ê), =  ^  ^z, Lz*^
are derived from (7.2) using the results of subsection 2.2, and the same can be done to 
get a modified momentum conservation law.
However, the result also holds in the original phase space. Taking the inner product of 
the modified equation (7.5) with zt gives
P
dtS(z) =  Y  (Cfc(Ai) {zt,T^e^^'^z) + Ck[ù.x) ( z t ,K ^ d 't^ z ) )  .
fc=0
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Then writing the terms of this sum as derivatives with respect to æ or t  and rearranging 
terms yields the desired result. For k = 2m — 1 for m =  1,2, . . . ,  we have
(  f  -1 "vm+l ^ \
=  a J  ^ —  { d ^ z , M d ^ z )  +  g  ( - ly + i  { d i z , M d ^ ' ^ - ^ z )  j
and
=  I ^ E Na=”-^ -^ '4j +  ( a ^ z ,N a r 4  ■
For k =  2m for m =  1,2, . . . ,  we have
(% ,r« ,a j+ 'z )  =  {zt,K 6^”'+^z)
, i= i 
and
(^ i.A ^a^+ 'z) =  (% ,L a:-+ :z>
771— 1
j=0
\ mT—1V (0. {d^zt, L a rz )  +  dt {d ^z , L a r + 'z ) ) .
Thus, simply rearranging terms yields a modified energy conservation law. Clearly, a 
modified local momentum conservation law is derived in the same way by taking the 
inner product of the modified equation with Zx. □
This approach provides us with a modified energy density Ép and a modified energy 
flux Fp without reference to a globally defined Hamiltonian, which makes this approach 
independent of the boundary conditions.
The modified equations in this case can also be obtained from a Lagrangian formulation. 
In fact, we have a general result similar to Proposition 6.1.
P ro p o sitio n  7.1 The modified equation (7.5) can be derived from the Lagrangian den-
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sity
4  = S {z :)+ X ;^ (C 2 ,(A t)(a 4 4 K 5 j'z )  + C2,(A2,)(a44L^z>)
i= o
+ E  ^  (C2j+l(Ai) +  C2,+ i (Ax) N g + ^ 4 )
j—0
using the appropriate Euler-Lagrange equation for any number of modifications p.
Proof In this case the Euler-Lagrange equation is given by
[p /2]+ l
6=0
Now the proof follows from the proof of Proposition 6.1. □
This implies a variational principle which leads to higher order field theories.
T he N onlinear W ave Equation
Applying BEA-3 with p =  1, the modified equations of motion are equivalent to the 
system of PDEs
A t A x  ,— Y'^tt - P x  ^P.-cx =  /  W ,
A x
Y
Y
~ c r ' { w )  =  p .
Using the energy density
ut — ~
E l  — —  A- o '(vj) +  f ( u )  4- ~Y^utVt
these equations imply
StDi — —utPx — pa,tx 4— Y  {P'^txx — utPxx) )
because
A t
v v t  =  \^ut -  ~Y '^ tt  j  v t
_  f  , A t A x  \  A t— '^ 4 I —Px -  f  { y - } ----------  I ------
=  —UtPx — f { u ) u t  Y  4- V tU t t )-----
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and
I { \ 1 A xor {w )W t =  ~ p u t x  +  — putxx-
Therefore, the modified energy fiux is
A xF i  =  u t p  A - —  { u t P x  -  p y t x )  •
7.2 T he Preissm an B ox Schem e
We can also perform a useful backward error analysis for the discretization (3.15), such 
that the modified equations are also multi-symplectic and satisfy modified conservation 
laws. Introduce A t A xr  =  —  and x  — ~7T
and define the notation
[^{^)în+y2 ■= ^  K-M/2.^7+1/2)) •
Using Taylor series, we find the following expansions:
^ n + l , î + l  _  ^  _j_ 4 -  4 -  • • .
t + 1 /2
J n+1/2
i+1/2
n+1/2
and
n+l,i Y^z — rzt A- x^x — TX^tx 4- — 4- — Zxx A- .
x fz  ~  r z t  — x ^ x  A- T x z t x  4- — zt* 4- '— z^ x  4- •..
i+ l/2
n+1/2
i+ l/2
n+1/2
Then these are used to get
^n+l/2,1+1/2 _  4- — Z u  + 4---- ^ Z t t x x  4" - ^ Z t m  4- — Z x x x x  4- . . .
i+ l/2
n+1/2
as well as
-  _^n,i+l/2 ^ Y^  T^Y^^x 4“ 4 A~ — ^  4" "gj' x^xæœæ 4“ 4~
i+ l/2
n + 1 /2
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and
j+^n+l/2,i ^ ^2 .^ 4 ^4 y+1/2d" H ir^ tx x  d" % '^Zntxx  d" ~ ^ Z u ttt H jrZ tx x x x  d* •. •3! 2 2-3! 5! 4! Jn+i/2
Together these expansions show that the scheme is second order in both space and time. 
In order to find a suitable truncation of these expansions we ignore all terms containing 
powers of r  and x that are greater than p, and this enables us to use the the compact 
notation
S+^n+i/2,i _  J -  Bi(r)Aj{x)dÿdf^^z, 
i,j=0
i,j=0
and
^„+l/2,i+l/2 _  ^  Ai(T)Ajix)d?*^^Z,
i,j=o
where Aj{-) and Bj{-) are defined in (6.16), Substituting these expansions into (3.15) 
yields the general modified PDE
v , s  (  Y  + ( f )+ (x )a fs ÿ z  ] =  K  ( X! Bi{T)Ajix)al^d!'^^^
\i,j=0 J  \i,j=0 J
+ L  (  Y  I • (7.11)
\i,j=o J
We note here that one could truncate the expansions such that we ignore all terms 
containing if j  +  /s > p. However, our final result, which is the derivation of a 
modified multi-symplectic PDE, remains the same in either case.
For p =  1, the modified equations become
/  7-^  \  Y^  7*2 Y^
V z S  ( z d- ^ ^ x x  4---- ~ z t t x x  j  — K  ( Zt +  — Zttt +  ^ ^ tx x  4— - : ~ z t u x x
f  Y^  7-^ Y^  \4“L ( Zx 4 4 ^  %tt 4 ~ j^ ^ Z xxx tt j
which can be viewed as a generalized (higher-order) multi-symplectic PDE and is satisfied 
by the numerical solution up to C?(r^4“Y^)- This equation can also be written in the form 
of a standard (first-order) multi-symplectic PDE (7.2). First, define the new variable
7-^  Y^  T^Y^
Z =  Z +  —  Z tt d- ^ Z x x  4 -^ Z t t x x ,
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which implies
Y^Zt +  -g-'Ztw +  — 2txx 4— :^ z tttx x
and similarly
T"“ \  Y “ /=  +  ( —----- — j  4- ^ Z tx x  +
— Z t  —Zttt----- g —Ztttxx
= Zt -  y  Zttt +  O(T^),
Y^  T^Y^% +  yZxxx +  yZxtt 4 y-Zxxxtt =  z. X
Z t t t x x
Zxxx 4- O(x^).
Thus, by ignoring all 0 (r^  +  Y )^ terms, the modified equation becomes 
~K \ Zt — —ztttl 4- L (zx  — y  Zxxxl =  V^5'(z), (7.12)
and this is equivalent to the multi-symplectic PDE (7.2) for z = (z,p, g,r, s)^, and
S  = S  -  ~ q  K p - y s  hr,
with
K  =
and
( K 0 0 0 \
0 t K 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 )
( L 0 0 0 \
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
\ 0 0 0 0 J
where p  = Z t ,  q = p t ,  r = Z x ,  and s = r^. Again, this can be achieved to arbitrary high 
order, and to show this we use the following lemma, which is an extension of Lemma 6.2.
L em m a 7.1 The modified equation (7.11) can he written
K  + L  =  V ,S (I)
v6=0 \6=:0
for
^ =  X! M 'r )^ 3 { x )d fd ÿ z,
i J —O
(7.13)
(7.14)
and for Ck{-) defined in (6.20).
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Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2, we assume the definitions (7.14) and (6.20). 
Then we have
6=0 6=0 yi,j=0
=  É  E6=0 i,j~0
=  X  X  X  M ^ k ~ i(r)ôÿ’0?^+^z +  O 
7=0 6=0 1=0 
p
=  Y  Si(r)+(x)aÿôf+'2: + o  (r2('’+D) .
1,7=0
and following the same procedure yields
E % ( x ) a r + 'z  =  Y A i ( r ) B j { x ) 9 f 9 ÿ * ^ z  +  O  .
6=0 1,7=0
Thus, dropping higher order terms and making the appropriate substitutions in the 
modified equation (7.11), yields the desired result. □
Now the modified equation can be written in multi-symplectic form according to the 
following theorem. Proof of this result is much the same as the proof of Theorem 6.2.
T heo rem  7.2 The modified equation (7.11) for any p can be written as the multi- 
symplectic PDE (7.2), where z, S, K  and L are given in the proof.
Proof First, write the modified equation (7.11) in the form (7.13) using Lemma 7.1. 
Note that these modified equations are just the modified equations (7.5) in Theorem 7.1 
with different coefficients on the higher order terms, i.e. Cj{At) and Cj(Ax) are replaced 
by Cj{r) and Cj{x) respectively, and all odd powers of r  and % disappear. Thus, let
for =  z, and define the block matrices K  and L such that they consist of the matrix 
elements and respectively for
K ij  e  and K € ud{4p+i)xd{4p+i)
where
^  f (-l)^C'fc(r)K, i + j  - 2 k  and /s =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . . ,  p 
1 0, otherwise
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and
Li i e  and L G R44p+i)xd(4p+i)
where
^  ^  I(-l)^*C&j+itj.(x)L, Î =  2(p +  hi), j  =  2(p +  fcj) and % +  j  < 6p 
|o ,  otherwise
iov k i,k j =  1 ,2 ,...  p with the requirements ki = Q for i == 0 and kj = 0 for j  = 0. Hence, 
for
Sp = S  + Y
6=1 \ i = i
+  E c , ( x )  I ^ ( - l y  I ,
6=1 y  7=1 J
the proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 7.1 with these new coefficients and with 
all terms containing the symmetric matrices M  and N  set to zero. □
The modified conservation laws of energy and momentum are easily found using the 
modified multi-symplectic PDE. The modified form of the conservation law (2.6) can 
then be computed from these modified energy and momentum conservation laws.
For the linear PDE (4.2), the modified equation (7.13) can be stated explicitly as
v r f ' '  \  , T  A  .  , 2X^ -  \  .V * - - - - ^  g y  — . . . j  +  J j  I Z x  yZ xccæ  +  g y Z x x æ z æ  — . . . I == A z .
Substituting the solution (7.9) into this equation yields
Then, due to the identity
we obtain
- y  tan(râ))K  4- ^  tan(%^)L -  A ) à  =  0,
wliich is just the linear system (4.13) for O =  w and K  = k. Thus, the modified 
equation can be found exactly for linear problems because the expansions converge to 
the numerical method, and it satisfies modified energy/momentum conservation laws.
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The modified PDE (7.12) can also be derived from a modified Lagrangian density 
Li =  -  ^(z, Kzf) A- —  {zt, K.ztt) A- (z, Lz^) +  ~  (z^, Lzx^)^ — 5'(z), 
and just as one would expect, this can be done for any p.
P ro p o sitio n  7.2 The modified equations (7.13) for the Preissman box scheme can be 
obtained from the Euler-Lagrange equation given the Lagrangian density
" ( - IX
7 = 0
4  =  E  Y  W  +  C ,(x) {diz,  L ^ + 'z ) )  -  5 ( i) .
Proof Proof of this result can be done in the same manner as the proof of Proposition 
6.1. In this case the Euler-Lagrange equation takes the form
0 =  E ( - l ) ' ' " '  Z".
6=0
Then, substituting Lp and using the identity (6.10) yields the desired result. □
Given a linear symmetry, this modified Lagrangian density is also invariant under the 
transformation (2.14). For example, the associated conservation law for p =  1 is easily 
obtained by taking the inner product of the modified equation (7.13) with Bz, which 
yields
(z,KBz(> -  y  (z,KB4w> +  (z,LBzx> -  ^  (z,LBzxx.) =  0.
Then the identity
{z,K B zta) =  dt ( iz .K S z u )  -  |  (z ,,K B It)) '
and a similar identity for (z,LBzxææ), imply the modified conservation law 
0 =  ( i ( z , K B z > - y  ( l,K B i„ )  +  y  ( i i ,K B z i> )+
+  9x ( -  (z,LBz) — —  (z,LBZa;x) +  — (ZajjLBZa.)) , 
and we expect that this can be done for any number of modifications.
7.3 T he E xplicit M idpoint Schem e
We can also derive modified equations for the two-step method. (See Hairer [25] for 
results on backward error analysis of multi-step methods for ODEs.) The discretization
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(3.21) can be stated
i  (K5,+z"'‘ + Kafz"’’ + LJ+z"'' +  L5-z">‘) =  V.5(z"’’).
Then using the Taylor series expansions (6.1)-(6.2) implies the modified equation
Ax^Kzf 4— y K z ff t 4- Lzx 4— yLzxææ =  V^5'(z)
with one modification term, and clearly this can be written as a modified multi-symplectic 
PDE (7.2) in the same way as (7.13) was for the Preissman box scheme. In fact, the 
modified equations for any p are
V ,S (z )  =  Y  (S fc(A t)K af+ iz  +  Bfc(Az:)Laf+lz) ,
6=0
where Bk is given in (6.16). Since this equation has the same form as equation (7.13), 
Theorem 7.2 can be used to find a modified multi-symplectic PDE with different coeffi­
cients on the modification terms. Thus, we have the following corollary.
C oro llary  7.2 The modified equations associated with the explicit midpoint scheme
(3.21) can be written as a multi-symplectic PDE of the form (7.2) for any number of 
modifications and this modified PDE can be derived from a discrete Lagrangian.
Thus, we can also find modified conservation laws. In addition, we find that for linear 
equations we get
A  ( _ i û  +  i ^  +  . . . ) + L ( | i & - i ^  +  „ . j L - A j à  =  0.
According to the identity (7.10), this formally converges to the linear system (4.15) which 
implies the numerical dispersion relation for this method.
Based on these results, one may be tempted to label the explicit midpoint scheme a 
multi-symplectic method. Yet, the simple fact that this scheme introduces computational 
modes for linear equations leads us to conclude that it should not be considered multi- 
symplectic. In fact, it is not all together clear when multi-step methods are symplectic 
in the context of ODEs (cf. [28, Chapter 14]). Thus, we should not expect it to be 
clear in the context of PDEs. Nevertheless, the issue of the present definition of a 
multi-symplectic integration method arises. The two approaches used to define multi- 
symplectic integrators thus far (the definition of Bridges and Reich [15], which says the 
integrator conserves the symplectic structure of the PDE, and the definition of Marsden, 
Patrick, and Shkoller [36], which uses a discrete variational principle) are not complete.
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These ideas have been touched upon by Reich [51], who has discussed multi-symplectic 
Runge-Kutta/Gauss-Legendre collocation methods, which do not yield computational 
modes for linear problems. In tliis analysis, the discrete multi-symplectic conservation 
law is considered as an approximation of a contour integral along the boundary of the 
computation cell. This may be the way to resolve the issues concerning multi-symplectic 
methods and computational modes, but the answers are still not clear.
Linear D issipation
Since many applications involve dissipation, it is natural to ask if the ideas of previous 
chapters can be applied to problems with added dissipation. In this chapter we consider 
only a weak dissipation, which is sometimes known as Newtonian relaxation. This par­
ticular type of dissipation is, in fact, the only dissipation that is compatible with the 
symplectic structure in such a way tha t the results for the previous chapters are easily 
carried over to these new problems.
In the following sections, we discuss the dissipation properties associated with the differ­
ential equations. This is followed with an apphcation of the Euler and Preissman schemes 
to PDEs with added dissipation, including a discussion on the numerical preservation 
of the dissipation properties. In the following chapter, these results are demonstrated 
numerically with a model problem.
8.1 Conform ai S ym p lecticity
We consider differential equations for which the symplectic form dissipates exponentially. 
Systems of this type are said to be conformai symplectic, and examples of such problems 
are mechanical systems that include frictional forces. Many studies have been conducted 
for systems of this type. In fact, many aspects of conformai symplectic ODEs are well 
understood, including the derivation of numerical schemes that preserve the dissipation of 
the symplectic form. However, there is currently no extension of conformai symplecticity 
to PDEs. As a result there are no results concerning numerical schemes that preserve 
such properties for PDEs, and our aim in this chapter is to consider schemes of this type. 
W ith this in mind, we must define a conformai multi-symplectic property for PDEs and 
understand the other dissipation properties for such systems, but first we consider the 
ODE case.
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8.1 .1  O rd in a ry  D iffe re n tia l E q u a tio n s
We begin with the system of differential equations
q -V p Ê { p ,q )  p =  -V qH {p,q) -  cp,
where p, g G and c is any constant. This system can also be written in the general 
form
Jp  =  VyH‘(p) -t-Dp,
for y =  (p, g)^, and
o : ) '
which is just the Hamiltonian system (1.5) with added dissipation. In order to simplify 
the following derivations, notice that the matrix D can be written as the sum of a 
symmetric matrix and a skew-symmetric matrix, such that
- I
Od \  (  Od —Id
Id Od J  ( Id Od
where P  =  J+  — J_ . Therefore, this system of equations is equivalent to
for
jÿ  =  V„JÎ(î/) -  (8.1)
ff(3/) =  -â-(ÿ) +  ^ (y ,P p } ,
also stated
y =  J-iV „if(s/) -  
which is clearly just a Hamiltonian system with linear dissipation.
Now, we are interested in how this change in the equations of motion affect the symplectic 
form and the energy. First, consider the associated variational equation
cJdy  =  IIyy(y)dy -  - Jd p , 
and take the wedge product with dy to get
dp A Jdp  =  ^  (dp A J d p ) ,
which implies
dt (dp A Jdp) — —c (dp A J d p ) .
As a result, we use the following definition.
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D efinition 8.1 A differential equation ÿ =  g{y) is said to be conformai symplectic or a 
conformai Hamiltonian system, i f  the relation
dtuj = —OÜ
is satisfied for a; =  dp A Jdp .
The energy dissipation of a conformai Hamiltonian system can be considered by taking 
the inner product of p^ with (8.1), which gives
%g(!/) =  I  { y , Jy) ,
which can have any sign, and we refer to this as the energy dissipation property for (8.1). 
More on conformai Hamiltonian systems can be found in McLachlan and Perlmutter [39].
8 .1 .2  P artia l D ifferen tia l E q u ation s
Based on Definition 8.1, it is reasonable to extend the idea of conformai symplecticity to 
PDEs in the following way.
D efinition  8.2 A PDE is called conformai multi-symplectic i f  it satisfies the relation
dtoJ +  dxf^ ~  —au — bn (8.2)
for u  = dz A  K dz and k = d z  A  Ldz.
In order to construct such a PDE, consider the multi-symplectic equation (1.14) with 
added dissipation written in the form
Kzi 4- TliZx — S/zS{z) — —K z — —Lz. (8.3)
Then, taking the wedge product of dz with the variational equation
Kdz^ 4- LdZx =  Szz{z)dz — —K dz — —Ldz
gives
dz A Kdzi 4- dz A Ldz^ =  —^  (dz A K dz) — ^  (dz A L d z ) .
This implies
d((dz A K dz) 4- dx{dz A  Ldz) =  —a (dz A K dz) — b (dz A L d z ),
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which is just the conformai multi-symplectic condition (8.2).
Now the energy and momentum dissipation properties can be found in the obvious way. 
Taking the inner product of Zt with (8.3) yields
{zt,Lzx) -  dtS{z) -  (z t ,D z ) ,
where we define
This implies that the dissipation equation has the property
dtE  +  dxF — (z t,D z ), (8.4)
where E  and F  are given in (2.11), and we call this property the energy dissipation law. 
Similarly, one may take the inner product of z^ with (8.3) to get
dxG + d tl = (zx ,D z) ,
which we refer to as the momentum dissipation law.
8.2 N um erical M ethod s
Now we would like to construct numerical methods tha t preserve these dissipation prop­
erties. Results of McLachlan and Quispel [40, 41] show that splitting methods can be 
used to numerically preserve dissipation properties for conformai symplectic ODEs. Es­
sentially, this is done by splitting the vector field of the differential equation into a 
non-Hamiltonian part, which can be solved exactly, and a Hamiltonian part, which can 
be solved using a symplectic integrator. Then the flow maps obtained through this 
computation are composed to yield a numerical method which preserves the conformai 
symplectic property exactly.
Unfortunately, it is not clear how this idea can be applied to a PDE of the form (8.3). In 
fact, there is no current notion of a splitting method for multi-symplectic PDEs, aside 
from the application of a splitting method to discretize in time with a standard method 
applied to the spatial variables, similar to the application of the Stormer/ Verlet method 
to a multi-symplectic PDE discussed in [43]. It is possible to consider a conformai multi- 
symplectic PDE (8.3) with 6 =  0, Then one can discretize in space with any symplectic 
scheme and split the corresponding finite-dimensional vector field into Hamiltonian and 
non-Hamiltonian parts, in order to compose the resulting fiow maps and obtain a method
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which satisfies a discrete conformai symplectic property. However it is not clear how this 
can be done for problems with 6  7  ^ 0 .
We would like to find numerical schemes that preserve the conformai multi-symplectic 
property by satisfying a discrete version of (8 .2 ). Hence, we use the following definition.
D efinition  8,3 A numerical method for solving the equation (8.3) is called a 
conformai multi-symplectic integrator i f  a relation of the form
is satisfied, where the discretizations 5t and 6x depend on the numerical method.
Since it is not clear how to construct schemes that satisfy a discrete conformai multi- 
symplectic property, we consider an application of the Euler and Preissman schemes that 
have been used throughout this text, and we find remarkable behavior. Then we use a 
modified equations approach to understand the effects of the discretization on the energy 
and momentum dissipation.
8.2.1 The Euler B ox Schem e
Using the symplectic Euler method to discretize (8.3) yields the scheme
+  K _ - f  -t- =  V^5(z”d) _  Oz^'h
Now taking the wedge product of dz”’’^  with the associated variational equation yields
6t  (dz”'*-i A K +dz”d) +  5+ (dz^-id L+dz"'') =  -dz"'* A Ddz" \
where we have used the proof of Proposition 3.1. Thus, the multi-symplectic Euler 
scheme does not satisfy a discrete conformai multi-symplectic property in the strict sense 
of Definition 8.3, because the indices are staggered on the left hand side of this equation 
but not on the right.
Turning our attention to the energy/momentum dissipation, we find that certain semi­
discrete properties are still satisfied exactly. Given the spatially discrete equation
K zf +  L+J+z" +  L_5“ z" =  V ,S(z") -  D z",
we have a semi-discrete energy dissipation law
a tE " d -5 jF "  =  (z,",Dz">
D  0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
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for F ” given in (3.5). In the same way, we have
which is the semi-discrete momentum dissipation law
In order to understand the effects of the full discretization on the energy dissipation law, 
we must consider the modified equations, and determine if they yield useful information. 
Using the Taylor series expansions (6.1)-(6.2) gives the modified equations
/ \  fpKzt -j——IVIztt -f JjZx H— — Nzxx =  Vz5'(z) — Dz. (8.5)
Now this can clearly be written in the form
Kzi -f- Lzx =  VzS{z)  -  D z (8.6)
for z =  (z, z^ ^d)^  with the definitions (7.3)-(7.4) and
D  =
and this can, in fact, be done for the general modified PDE
pY  (Cft(At)rjt^+'z + Cfe(Ax)Afta*++) = V.5(z) -  Dz,
6=0
using the proof of Theorem 7.1. Using the proof of Corollary 7.1, one can also show that 
the modified equation satisfies a modified energy dissipation property
ôtÈp -t- dxFp =  (zi,D z), (8.7)
and a modified momentum dissipation property
dxGp -k diîp =  (zx ,D z). (8.8)
8 .2 .2  T h e  P r e is sm a n  B o x  S ch em e
Applying the implicit midpoint rule to (8.3) yields the discretization
4 . L<5+z”d+l/2 ^  y^^^^n+l/2,i+l/2^ _  g ^ n + 1/ 2,i+ l/2
Using the associated variational equation, we get
^ ^ n + 1/ 2 , i + l / 2  ^ K ( J / - d z ^ + ^ / 2 . i  ^  L 6 + d z " ' ' + ^ / ^ j
=  _ d ; j ^ + l / 2 . ^ + l / 2  y \  j p ^ j ^ n + l / 2 , i + l / 2
=  i + l / 2  y \  j ^ a + 1 / 2 , i + l / 2
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Now we can use the proof of Proposition 3.3 to show that this discretization satisfies a 
discrete conformai multi-symplectic condition
^  _^^n+l/2,i+l/2 _  ^^n+1/2,i+l/2
for and given in (3,16) and (3.17) respectively.
It is also possible to derive semi-discrete energy and momentum dissipation properties. 
Taking the inner product of with the spatially discrete equation
j^^n+l/2 ^  ^  V 5 (z"+^/2) _  D^n+1/2
yields
=  a(S{z"+l/2) -  (zJ+^/^D z^+i/^^ , 
and just as in Proposition 3.6 we get a semi-discrete energy dissipation law
5^£:n+l/2 ^  ^+pn ^  D^Ti+l/2\
Similarly, the semi-discrete momentum dissipation property
^  (^4+1/2^ 33^^+1/2^
holds.
In order to understand the fully discrete energy and momentum dissipation properties, 
we turn our attention to the modified equations. The modified equation for any number 
of modifications is written
E  ( c /W K a ^ + 'z  +  C j(x)Laÿ+^z) =  v ,s ( z )  -  d z ,
7=0
which can also be written in the form (8.6). Taking the inner product of z* (resp. z^) 
with the modified equation for any number of modifications in this case yields modified 
energy (resp. momentum) dissipation properties of the form (8.7) (resp. (8.8)), and 
similar results hold in this case as for the Euler method.
I 9
Applications and N um erics
This chapter is devoted to numerical simulation. Our purpose here is simply to demon­
strate the results achieved in this thesis, and provide numerical evidence which re-enforce 
our formal analysis. We begin with experiments which show that the modified conser­
vation laws of energy and momentum are satisfied by the numerical solution to higher 
order for the sine-Gordon equation. Then, taking a specific soliton solution of this equa­
tion, we give results demonstrating that the numerical scheme reproduces the qualitative 
solution behavior of the original equation. Finally, we consider a dissipative PDE, and 
demonstrate the numerical preservation of dissipative properties. All simulations were 
performed on a single processor using MATLAB, which made it possible to take advan­
tage of the matrix-vector operations inherent in the problem for each discretization.
9.1 C onservation o f E nergy and M om entum
To check the preservation of the modified conservation law to higher order numerically, 
consider a specific case of (1.16), with a{w) =  vP"/2, and f[u) = 1 — cos(u) which gives 
the sine-Gordon equation
y-tt — Uxx sin(ti). (9.1)
For all simulations we use the periodic boundary conditions
u{xQ, t i )  — u ( x j , t i ) ,  Ux{xo, t i )  = U x { x j , t i )
for æo =  0 and æj =  1, and the initial conditions are given by a standard Gaussian with 
zero velocity, though similar results hold for different initial and boundary conditions.
We use the Euler box scheme to discretize (9.1), then solve the system of equations
=  V* — A t (6j"w^ 4- sin(u*))
=  u" 4-
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Figure 9,1: Residual in modified and unmodified energy conservation laws over 10 periods 
for A a; =  .01 and At =  .005.
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Figure 9.2: Modified and unmodified total energy along the numerical solution over 40 
periods for Aa: =  .01 and At =  .01.
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Figure 9.3; Modified and unmodified momentum conservation laws along the numerical 
solution over 40 periods for Aæ =  .01 and At =  .01.
where =  u{ti) is the vector whose entries are the values of u at each of the grid 
points with analogous definitions for v and w, and represents the matrix obtained by 
applying to each entry of a given vector. Using this notation, we solve for the vectors 
u, V, and w at each time step, then use this to evaluate the residual re ’* given in (5.21). 
This in turn yields a residual matrix re ’*, which contains the values of r"'* at each grid 
point and at each time step. The same is also done for the momentum conservation law 
where we represent the residual matrix by Then we are able to plot the residual as 
a function of æ or t by respectively taking
=  max |r;.n ,2m or rm(ii) =  max . (9.2)
Similarly we can find rg(ti) and re{xn), and we make constant use of these functions in 
the following simulations.
In Figure 9,1, we plot the residual in the modified (using BEA-2) and unmodified energy 
conservation laws rg(t). The modified conservation laws yield smaller residuals as p in­
creases, showing that they are better satisfied by the numerical solution. This simulation 
has also been performed over ten periods, showing that there is very little, if any energy
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Figure 9.4: In log-log scale (a) re(At) and (b) r"*'(Aæ) where BEA-1 has been used to 
get the modified equations.
drift induced by the scheme for the local conservation law. Also to demonstrate this fact, 
we have plotted the modified and unmodified total energy along the numerical solution 
in Figure 9.2, and the residual in the modified and unmodified momentum conservation 
laws, first as a function of time and then as a function of space, in Figm'e 9.3. For each 
of these experiments we have plotted the results over forty periods, and once again we 
see no drift and better conservation by the modified energy/momentum.
It is important to notice at this point, that considering the energy conservation alone is 
not enough for these results, nor is the momentum conservation law alone. This is due to 
the modified equations approach that we use here and to the semi-discrete conservation 
laws that result from such an analysis. In fact, a measure of accuracy in time is only 
achieved through the energy conservation law, and the momentum conservation law only 
measures the accuracy in space. Yet, the backward error analysis performed still provides 
the useful information for understanding the behavior of the scheme.
The residuals in these plots may also seem relatively large. This this is due to the size of 
Ai and Aa;, which were used based on the size of the time interval, and were sufficient
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Figure 9.5: re(At), for the following curves: BEA-2 (solid), and BEA-3 with Aæ =  .005 
(dashed) and Aæ =  .0025 (chain).
for these experiments. Making these values smaller does in fact yield a smaller residual, 
and this can be seen in the following set of experiments.
To show that the modified conservation laws are, in fact, preserved to higher order by 
the numerical solution, we use rg’* to compute
max |r  
n . i
_
for each value of At. This procedure is then repeated for different step sizes At, in order 
to check the order of convergence for modified and unmodified energy conservation laws. 
The same is also done for the modified momentum conservation law where we evaluate 
Tm for A t  fixed, while we vary A x. We integrate over one period for each simulation.
Using log-log scale. Fig. 9.4a plots rg as a function of At. with A x  =  1/40 and A t  =  
1/40, 1/80, 1/160, 1/400, 1/600, 1/1000, and 1/1500, Similarly, Fig. 9.46 plots as a 
function of Aæ for the momentum conservation law. In this case, backward error analysis 
in space requires that we keep A t fixed while A x  -> 0. However, the condition A t < A x  
must be satisfied in order to ensure the stability of the Euler scheme. Therefore, we 
set At =  1/1500 for Aæ =  1/40, 1/80, 1/160, 1/400, 1/600, 1/1000, and 1/1500. The 
figure clearly shows that the modified energy conservation laws, obtained using BEA-1, 
are conserved to higher order. For p = 0 the residual converges linearly for both energy
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Figure 9.6: In log-log scale, rg(A() for BEA-1 (crosses), BEA-2 (solid), and the shifted 
residual using BEA-3 with Ax =  .005 (dashed) and Ax =  .01 (circles).
and momentum conservation laws, while p = \ gives second order convergence and /? =  2 
gives third order convergence.
Now consider the modified energy conservation law where the modified equations have 
been derived using the BEA-3. Then, evaluation of this conservation law along the 
numerical solution is accomplished using
r^’' = = 0 (A x '’+' + (9.3)
where each derivative of both Ep and Fp is approximated to the appropriate order. After 
discretizing the modified conservation law we get (9.3) for p =  1 with
,n,i\2
and
4- Y
Once again we use, for example, =  0^, 5^ ^^  =  {5^ 4- 5^~)/2, etc., to maintain the 
order of convergence.
For the following simulations we consider only the energy conservation law because the 
stability restriction At < Ax makes it difficult to analyze the results for the momentum
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conservation law. Hence, each plot here gives rg as a function of At, but similar results 
also hold for the momentum conservation law. Unless stated otherwise, we set Ax = 
1/100 with At =  1/200, 1/250, 1/300, 1/400, 1/500, 1/600, 1/800, 1/1000, 1/1400, 
1/2000. Fig. 9.5 shows a clear difference between BEA-2 and BEA-3. (Note that, due to 
the stability restriction At < Ax, this plot can only be plotted for Ax =  1/400 with At =  
1/400, 1/500, 1/600, 1/800, 1/1000, 1,1400, 1/2000.) For BEA-2, rg 0 as At 0, but 
for BEA-3, -> CAx^, for some constant (7, as At ^  0. However, as Ax -4 0, we have 
Tg -4 0. This is made more clear in the following table, where we see that for A t % 0, 
the residual converges to zero like Ax^, i.e. = O (At^ -|- Ax^).
Ax .02 .01 .005 .0025
Approx. 
limAi-^o re
.3184 .0827 .0211 .0059
Table 9.1: Order (At^4-Ax^) convergence of residual for fully discrete energy conservation 
law
Using log-log scale. Fig. 9.6 compares each method of backward error analysis. It shows 
that there is little, if any, difference between BEA-1 and BEA-2. If the Ax^ dependence 
of the residual for BEA-3 is neglected, i.e. the parabolae of Fig. 9.5 are shifted to 
intercept the y-axis at zero, then we see tha t the residual is slightly smaller, and this is 
true regardless of our choice for Ax. Overall, BEA-3 gives a better understanding of-the 
error due to discretization of a Hamiltonian PDE.
9.2 C om putational Solitary W ave Solutions
The study of waves is one of the most important aspects of dynamical systems, and a 
particularly interesting type of wave, known as a traveling wave or soliton, is a solitary 
wave tha t travels without changing its speed or shape. The NLS equation has a family 
of solitary wave solutions, as do several other equations that can be written in the from
(1.14), such as the KdV equation, Boussinesq equations, and nonlinear wave equations 
(cf. (9, 10, 11, 12, 56]).
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9 .2 .1  G e n e ra l T h e o ry
Generally, a traveling wave is given by the solution ansatz
z{x ,t)  =  -  ci),
where c denotes the wave speed. Letting ^ = x  — ct and substituting this solution into
(1.14) yields
which is a boundary value problem on an infinite domain and can be written
Jc'^' =  V^5(V'), (9.4)
where Jg =  (L — cK) is skew-symmetric. If Jg is nonsingular, then this is just a Hamil­
tonian ODE similar to (1.5). The solution of this Hamiltonian system is defined as 
a soliton solution if
lim — 0 and lim =  (9.5)e->±oo -^>±oo  ^ '
such that are equilibrium points of (9.4). By definition, if -0+ =  we have a 
homoclinic orbit and if ^  we have a heteroclinic orbit. Our concern in this 
section is numerical computation of these orbits [7], because any orbit of these types 
gives rise to a (not necessarily stable) soliton solution for the nonlinear PDE (1.14).
A thorough analysis of the error growth due to time discretization for these solutions 
has been performed for the KdV equation [17] and the NLS equation [20]. Specifically, 
Duran and Sanz-Serna [20] have shown that the implicit midpoint time discretization has 
better error propagation mechanisms than other non-conservative schemes. In particular, 
they have shown that the time-discrete solutions of the NLS equation, which have been 
initialized with an exact soliton profile, are made up of a modified solitary wave, that have 
a different wave speed and amplitude than the exact soliton, as well as a complementary 
term that grows linearly in time and higher order terms.
Using the results of the previous sections, it may be possible to show that the numerical 
solutions of the fully discretized NLS equation initialized with an exact soliton profile 
are made up of a modified soliton, which has corrections in both space and time, along 
with the complementary error and higher order terms. From a slightly different perspec­
tive, one may be able to show that the modified equations have solitary wave solutions. 
Then, initializing the numerical scheme with the new modified soliton profile would yield 
numerical soliton solutions that are preserved to higher order in both space and time.
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Substituting the solution
=  fi{x -  cb) =
into the modified equation (7.1) with one modification term where we have used the 
Euler box scheme to discretize (1.14), yields the ODE
Jcfjf A-ePcp'' ~  V^5"(y), (9.6)
where e =  Ax and 1 /c^A t
2
with c A t/A x  < 1 for stability. Now, assuming that
m(0  =  V’K) +  (9.7)
such that is the exact soliton solution of the original PDE (1.14) and (f> depends on 
c, A t, and Ax, implies
fi" — 4- €(f>” -  4- e</)".
Then substituting this into (9.6) yields the modified equation
J cm' =  (9.8)
where we have ignored O(e^) terms. Notice that (9.5) implies tha t the fixed points of 
this equation are those of the original equation.
Now, substituting (9.7) into (9.8) and ignoring again 0{e^) terms gives the first-order 
system of linear ODEs
Therefore, a traveling wave solution for the modified equation can be found by solving 
of (9.9), subject to the boundary conditions
lim — 0.
To show well-posedness of this boundary value problem, one would need to use the 
exponential dichotomy estimates [4] for solutions of the homogeneous equation
(f)' =
which are known in principle based on the fact that, this is just a linearization of the 
ODE (9.4) about its soliton solution.
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9 .2 .2  T h e  S in e -G o rd o n  E q u a t io n
Results in that spirit have been achieved concerning soliton solutions of the sine-Gordon 
equation (9.1), which can be written in the from (1.14) with z =  (u, u,w)^,
K = 0 0
0 0 0
and
L =
S{z) — —  H—-—h costi.
0 0 0
It is well known that there is a family of solitary wave solutions for (9.1) given by
± (x  — ct)u{x, t) = 4 tan   ^ ( ±  exp 
where |c| < 1 is the wave speed (cf. [19]).
( l-c2 )i/2 _ (9.10)
(9.11)
A  m odified  soliton
Using the multi-symplectic Euler box scheme to discretize gives
=  -  smvP>\
Notice that eliminating v and w gives the familiar second order scheme
Sju"'' = -  sinu"'% (9.12)
where 5? =  5” for rj — x ,t .  Hence, the numerical solution u”’* is accurate to second
order in both A t and A x, but using the scheme (9.11) yields first order error because v 
and w are only approximated to first order. This is demonstrated in following table.
p 0 1 2 3
u 2 2 4 4
v,w 1 2 3 4
Table 9.2: Order of convergence of u, v, and w corresponding the the number of modifi­
cations
To make this more clear, the modified equations for (9.11) are
A t A x1/6 +  — % 4-Wa, -I- =  -  Sin U,
A t
T
Ax
-  ~ U t t  =  V,
Un 'Unjn, -- W.
(9.13)
(9.14)
(9.15)
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Figure 9.7: The difference between the numerical and exact solutions for modified and 
unmodified solitons, and a comparison of the modified and unmodified initial conditions 
(lower right) for c =  .98, At =  .005 and A z =  .01.
Since the numerical solution is already second order accurate in li, only (9.14) and.(9.15) 
need to  be verified along the numerical solution to check for second order accuracy with 
respect to the modified equations. Computing higher order corrections gets increasingly 
more complicated.
However, the modified equation for (9,12), given by
A f  Az^ '^xxxx smii, (9.16)
is easily obtained using Taylor expansions and is satisfied by the numerical solution to 
fourth order. Now it is reasonable to ask if this modified system of equations has soliton 
solutions (related results are discussed by Mann [35]). This can be answered by setting 
u{xyt) = u(x — ct) =  u(^) in (9.16) and finding solutions of the boundary value problem
(c" -  1)«" -  i  (Aæ" -  c“At2) = sinu. (9.17)
Though it is not obvious how to solve this equation for a heteroclinic connection, we 
were able to find such a connection to high accuracy numerically. This approximation
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Figure 9.8: Solution error plotted in log-log scale against At for Test 1 (dashed), Test 2 
(chain), and Test 3 (solid).
can be used to initialize the scheme (9.12) and this in turn yields a numerical solution 
for the PDE that is accurate to fourth order in u with respect to both At and Ax.
Now we can discuss numerical simulations for a ‘modified soliton’. In these simulations 
we set c =  .98, At =  .005 and Ax =  .01, with a spatial domain of [—5,5], and we run 
three different tests.
T est 1; (p =  0) Initialize the numerical scheme (9.11) with =  w(xn,0), =
ut(x„,0) and =  —Ui(x„,0) for u given in (9.10).
T est 2: (p = 'l )  Initialize the numerical scheme (9.11) with =  n(xn,0), and v and
w modified according to (9.14)-(9.15) for u given in (9.10).
T est 3; (p =  3) Initialize the scheme (9.12) using a numerically computed solution of 
(9.17), which we denote U^{x).
The lower right hand plot of Figure 9.7, plots the difference between the initial conditions 
u^{x) and U^{x). (It is interesting to note that this difference takes the form of the second 
derivative of the solution times a small parameter.) The other plots of this figure show 
the difference between the exact soliton solution (found by translating the initial soliton
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Figure 9.9; Snapshots of the exact solution (dashed) and the numerical solution (solid) 
for the collision of two solitons with c =  .9, A t = .01 and Ao? =  .02,
profile according to change in time) and the numerical soliton solution. We see that the 
error found in Test 2 is smaller than the error found in Test 1, and the error found in 
Test 3 is smaller still, showing that the solution of the modified equation satisfies the 
numerical scheme more accurately.
Using log-log scale in Fig. 9.8, we plot the solution error against At, to check the order 
of convergence. For these results we have kept the ratio A t/A x  fixed, so change in A t 
directly corresponds to change in A x. The dashed line shows that the numerical solution, 
obtained in Test 1 is first order accurate. The chain line shows that Test 2 yields second 
order accuracy in both A t  and A x. Finally, the solid line shows approximately forth order 
convergence for Test 3. The accuracy in Test 3 is limited by the fact that the reference 
soliton solution had to be computed numerically, and this is a delicate procedure due to 
the heteroclinic nature of the solution.
This is numerical evidence that the modified equations have soliton solutions, meaning 
that the exact solution behavior may be reproduced by the numerical scheme, and ini­
tializing the numerical scheme appropriately yields a numerical solution that is close to
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Figui’e 9.10: Modified and unmodified total energy along the numerical solution for a 
soliton collision with Ax =  .02 and ùd — .01.
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Figure 9.11: Residual in modified and unmodified energy conservation laws as a function 
of time for a soliton collision with Ax =  .02 and At =  .01.
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Figure 9.12: Residual in modified and unmodified energy conservation laws as a function 
of space for a soliton collision with A x  = .02 and A t = .01.
an exact soliton solution.
Soliton  collisions
Here we consider energy/momentum estimates in the collision of two solitons. (Related 
results can be found in [42, 51].) In the following simulations we use BEA-2 to obtain 
the modified energy/momentum conservation laws. In addition, we initial the Euler box 
scheme with
u^{x) = 4 tan  ^ ( exp ■{x -  5)_ (l-c2 )i/2 — 4 tan  ^ exp
'{x 4- 5)
_(l_c2)i/2
and v^(x) =  Uj (x), using (9.10), on a spatial domain [—12 12] and a time domain [0 10], 
for c =  .9.
In Figure 9.9, we plot the numerical solution and the exact solution at different times, 
showing the motion of these two solitons through their collision, which takes place shortly 
after time t ~  5. In the lower right hand plot we see that the numerical soliton has the 
same shape as the exact soliton, but appears to be moving at a slightly different speed. 
We note here the similarity of this result with the work of Duran and Sanz-Serna [20], who 
show the numerical solution of the NLS equation, discretized in time with a symplectic
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Figure 9.13: Residual in modified (p =  1 solid, p — 2 chain) and unmodified [p = 0 
dashed) momentum conservation laws for a soliton collision with A x  = .02 and A t = .01.
integrator, is made up of a soliton traveling at a different speed.
Now, consider the niunerical conservation of energy. Figure 9.10 plots the total energy 
and the modified total energy along the numerical solution, showing a large disturbance 
in the energy when the collision occms. Similarly, Figines 9.11, 9.12, and 9.13, plot 
the residuals in modified and unmodified local energy and momentum conservation laws 
along the numerical solution as functions of space and time separately using definitions 
of the form (9.2). This also shows large differences in the residual at the place and the 
time of collision. However, the residuals return to small oscillations close to zero after 
the collision, showing that the overall energy and momentum conservation remain the 
same. We also find in each plot that the modified conservation laws are preserved to 
higher accuracy by the numerical solution.
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9.3 D issipative P D E s
Consider the sine-Gordon equation with added dissipation given by
utt +  aut — Uxx +  bua: -  sin('u).
Discretizing with the Euler box scheme to get
H- f+w"»' =  -  sin -  av^'^ -
Since a spatially discrete energy dissipation property of the form
dtE^ 4- +  av^u^ +  bw'^u^ =  0
is satisfied by the spatially discrete equations for
E^ = ^  { [ v ^ f  +  iv P f )  -  cos(ri’") and
we only consider this property in the following analysis with the understanding that 
similar results hold for a semi-discrete momentum dissipation property. Additionally, 
we use only BEA-2 to obtain modified dissipation laws here, in order to check their 
higher order convergence along the numerical solution. However, results concerning fully 
discrete dissipation properties and an application of BEA-3 are easily carried over from 
the previous analysis.
With this in mind, we consider the modified equation 
At AfZ
=  v’
with two modifications. Using these equations, one can easily show that the modified 
energy dissipation property
ôt-Ê? +  -  bu^S-u’' =  0
is satisfied for
s j  =  I  ( K ) '  +  ^  -  v tu i )
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Figure 9.14: In log-log scale, the residual in energy dissipation plotted along the numerical 
solution using the Euler scheme.
and
We note here that only the conserved quantities have changed while the amount of 
dissipation remains the same, Hence, the scheme in some way preserves the qualitative 
solution behavior of the PDE even for a and h large.
In log-log scale. Figure 9.14 plots the ^c«-norm of the residual in the modified and unmod­
ified dissipation properties evaluated along the numerical solution for different values of 
At. For each simulation we set a =  1 and 6 = 1 ,  and keep Ax =  1/100 fixed for 
At =  1/100,1/200,1/400,1/800,1/1600 and 1/3200. The plot shows first order con­
vergence for the original dissipation property and higher order convergence for each 
successive modification.
10   .
Closing Remarks
In closing, we first summarize the results of this thesis. Then we can make conclusions 
based on these results, and determine how the objectives of this work have been achieved. 
Finally, we discuss the problems that remain unresolved as well as ideas for future work 
in multi-symplectic integration.
10.1 Sum m ary and C onclusions
Throughout this text we have discussed the multi-symplectic integration of general 
Hamiltonian PDEs on a multi-symplectic structure with applications to Boussinesq, 
Korteweg-de Vries, nonlinear Schrodinger, and nonlinear wave equations. In particu­
lar, we have considered several local conservation laws associated with multi-symplectic 
PDEs, and have analyzed the behavior of certain multi-symplectic integrators through 
the effects they have on these conservation laws. The three finite-difference numerical 
methods discussed are the first order, explicit, one-step, symplectic Euler scheme, the 
second order, implicit, Preissman box scheme, and the second order, two-step, explicit 
midpoint scheme, covering a wide rage of different types of methods.
It was first shown that each of these methods preserve the symplectic structure of the 
PDE by satisfying discrete multi-symplectic conservation laws exactly. In addition, each 
of these schemes satisfy semi-discrete conservation laws of energy and momentum exactly. 
The Preissman box scheme also preserves fully discrete conservation laws of energy and 
momentum for linear PDEs, as well aa conservation laws associated with linear sym­
metries, making it a special scheme, but it is also the most expensive scheme of the 
three.
For linear PDEs, we derived numerical dispersion relations, which describe the numer­
ical method. It was shown that the explicit midpoint scheme and, in some cases, the
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Euler scheme introduce computational modes, in which case they should indeed not be 
considered multi-symplectic schemes.
Since fully discrete energy/momentum conservation laws are not in general satisfied for 
nonlinear problems with these schemes, we used backward error analysis and the idea of 
modified equations to study the effects of the discretization on these properties. Using 
Taylor series expansions, one can find a modified differential equation that is solved by 
the numerical solution to higher order. Then this modified equation yields modified 
energy/ momentum conservation laws, which are satisfied by the numerical solution to 
higher order. Thus, we obtain a description of the effects of the numerical scheme on the 
behavior of the differential equation.
More specifically, a semi-discretization of the PDE gives a system of ODEs. Then, 
performing a formal backward error analysis on this system of ODEs gave modified 
equations that could be used to get modified semi-discrete conservation laws, provided 
the appropriate assumptions are made with regard to the smoothness of the solutions. 
The strength of this approach lies in the fact that there are semi-discrete conservation 
laws for the modified equations.
Yet, this approach has a shortcoming in that the modified equations did not represent the 
PDE but the system of ODEs resulting from a semi-discretization. Hence, an alternative 
modified equations approach was introduced in which a modified multi-symplectic PDE 
could be derived and used to obtain conservation laws that were preserved to higher 
order in both space and time. This approach proved to be more natural and useful. 
However,' the higher order derivatives in the modified equations in this case cannot be 
eliminated, making rigorous estimates relating the numerical solution to the solution of 
the modified equation difiicult to achieve.
Concerning linear PDEs, one finds that the series expansions in the modified equations 
converge to the numerical scheme, provided there are no computational modes, showing 
that the numerical solution is in fact the solution of the modified equation. Unfortunately, 
this has no direct implications for the relation of the numerical solution and the solution 
of the modified equation for nonlinear problems, due to the difference between linear and 
nonlinear solution behavior.
Following this analysis, we considered multi-symplectic PDEs with linear dissipation. 
Using an appropriate definition of conformai multi-symplecticity, it was shown that the 
Preissman scheme preserves this property numerically. However, one also finds that semi­
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discrete energy and momentnm dissipation properties are satisfied by the Preissman and 
Euler schemes, and that the modified equations satisfy energy and momentum dissipation 
properties.
Finally, a thorough application of these results to the sine-Gordon equation was made 
through numerical simulation. Altogether, these results have yielded a better under­
standing of the geometric properties of multi-symplectic integrators through the devel­
opment of a modified equations approach, thus achieving our objectives. Furthermore, 
this approach can be used in the future analysis of other unsolved problems.
10.2 U nresolved P rob lem s and Future W ork
Clearly, this has not been an exhaustive study. One major question that remains con­
cerns rigorous estimates showing that the exact solution of the modified equations is, 
in fact, the numerical solution. One would hope to show that the difference between 
the numerical solution and the solution of a suitably truncated modified equation is 
exponentially small, similar to the results obtained for the backward error analysis of 
ODEs. However, due to the nature of the modified equations, and the complex behavior 
of PDEs, this endeavor has proved to be very difficult.
A first step in this direction has been made by Oliver, West, and Wulff [47], who have 
derived exponential estimates in relation to momentum conservation, but the remaining 
questions are far from being answered. Another starting point for this research would 
be to consider multi-symplectic elliptic PDEs, allowing one to make use of a maximum 
principle.
Another related question, which still remains, concerns using these results to derive 
estimates for the accuracy of numerical solutions. A first step in this direction is to 
consider solitary wave solutions in extension to the results of Chapter 9. Specifically, one 
could search for a modified soliton that is satisfied by the modified equations [45]. This 
proved to be difficult for the sine-Gordon equation, but may be achievable for another 
equation such as the KdV equation [17]. One may also be able to prove the existence 
of a modified soliton in general, which would lead to further implications concerning 
the numerical reproduction of the qualitative solution behavior. Alternatively, one may 
be able to find a modified soliton that better represents the numerical solution [20] in 
both space and time. Then additional questions to consider concern the stability of such 
solitons [11, 12, 13, 14].
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Moreover, symplectic schemes are known to have certain instabiUties due to numerical 
resonance. This is a result of taking large time steps such that the stability condition 
c A t/A x  is close to one, or in the case of implicit methods, when cA t > A x. Thus, these 
schemes may not always be the best methods for solving conservative systems, but there 
are other conservative methods that do not become unstable as a result of resonance. 
Such schemes are non-symplectic, but they do satisfy discrete conservation laws of energy 
and momentum exactly (cf. [23, 24, 32, 54]). Further questions to consider are those 
related to a theoretical and numerical juxtaposition of multi-symplectic schemes with 
non-symplectic energy/momentum conserving schemes, or with other non-conservative 
schemes, concerning the geometric properties of the equations (cf. [3, 31, 51, 58]). In 
addition, one may be able to develop new higher order numerical methods based on the 
results of this thesis through the development of composition or splitting methods for 
PDEs or by using the modified equations of existing schemes.
As noted in the introduction, multi-symplectic integration is a recent topic of research. 
In many respects we have only ‘scratched the surface’ in this area of research, and 
the remaining unsolved problems may keep researchers busy for many years to come. 
Hence, we can look forward to the future development of multi-symplectic integration 
and backward error analysis with great anticipation and high expectation.
A
The Variational Approach
Recall that in order to extremize a function f { x ) ,  by which we mean, find the maximum 
or minimum obtained by the function for some vector xq, we must have Va,/(xo) =  0 . 
This is easily observed by noting that, for any small scalar e 7  ^ 0 and for any 77 7  ^ 0, 
/(xq) is the.smallest value of / ,  implies f {xQ +  erj) >  '/(xq). Now, Taylor’s theorem gives
/ ( x o  +  €7?) =  f { x o )  +  e77^Va:/(æo) + O(e^),
and this shows that for ^rf^Vxfixo) 7  ^ 0 , a change in the sign of e implies a change in 
the sign of / ( x q  +  er]) — / ( x q ) .  But this is a contradiction, so we must have Va,/(xo) =  0.
The same idea applies when one wants to extremize functionals rather than functions, 
and this is the problem of variational calculus (cf. [33, Chapter 5]). Suppose we want to 
minimize the functional
=  J  F  {x,y{x),yx{x))dx.
Then the first variation, also called the variational derivative, of X, must be zero, meaning 
we must have A X[y +  £77] =  0 .2de
This is true if and only if
0 =  l^(^-^C T y +  e77]-X[77])^
=  J  i F { x ,  y  +  £77, yx  +  erjx) -  F { x ,  y ,  y x ) )  dx
r f d F  d d F \  ,
J  \ d y  d x d y x ) ^  ^
where we have used Taylor’s theorem and integration by parts. Thus, by the standard 
continuity argument, we require
Fy — dxFy^ =  0,
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which is just the Euler-Lagrange equation for the functional X. This is how we arrive at 
the definition of the variational derivative given by (1.9).
The importance of variational calculus in the study of Hamiltonian ODEs becomes ap­
parent with the statement of
H am ilto n ’s P rincip le : The trajectories of an object, given by q in Section 1.1, render 
the functional £  = f  C dt stationary.
In other words, the first variation of C must be zero, and the connection between La­
grange’s equation and Hamilton’s equations noted in the first chapter is immediately 
obvious.
As we turn our attention to Hamiltonian PDEs, the same principle holds. Given the 
general Lagrangian functional C = f  f  L d x d t  for
L = L (z, Zi, Zx, Ztxi Zxxi • • •) >
we find that the first variation of C is zero if and only if
0 = L z — d tLzt — dxLz^ +  d^Lztt +  dxdtLs^^ +  d'^Lz^^ — - -,
where we must use integration by parts numerous times. This is how we arrive at 
the Euler-Lagrange equations used throughout the text, and given the appropriate La­
grangian the derivation of the multi-symplectic formulation is clear.
Since there is a direct correlation between the Lagrangian and the multi-symplectic struc­
ture, it is natural to appeal to a discrete Lagrangian, and hence, a discrete variational 
principle, in order to preserve the multi-symplectic structure of the related PDE. Given 
the Lagrangian density
L = L{z,zt,Zx), (A.l)
we approximate the Lagrangian functional with
£  =  ^ L " '*  for L"'* T  T "  L d x d t,
'7tj_x dxn—l
for small enough A t  and Ax. In order to extremize this discrete functional, we set 
dCfdz^^^ =  0, wliich implies the discrete Euler-Lagrange equation (cf. [28, section 6.6])
0 =  diL +  d2h -I- dzL ,
(A.2)
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where djh is the partial derivative of L with respect to the j th  argument. Given a partic­
ular Lagrangian and a particular discretization, this is then used to derive a numerical 
scheme for the associated PDE.
To demonstrate this for a specific discretization, discretize (A.l) by
L’"'* =  L =  L (z " '\  z " ' ' - \  z’"-^'*) .
Then by the discrete Euler-Lagrange equation (A.2) we get 
0 =  d,..,L  (%"'% C z " ’’) +  d^„.,L
+ a,„,,£  ,
which implies
dL dL dStZ^ '-^  dL d5~z^>^
~  gz"': aj-Z » ': ^Z"'* ^Z"'*
dL dôïz^'^+^ dL d6-z^+^'^ 
dSf dz'^ '^  dz'^ '^
J _  /  dL _  dL \  ^  I {  dL dL
dz^>^  At d S fz^ ’^ +^J Ax\d6Tz^^^ dôTz^+^>  ^J '
Thus, we arrive at the discrete Euler-Lagrange equation
which is used throughout the thesis.
To show this more explicitly for the Lagrangian
X"»' =  +  (z"'\L_<y-z"'*) -  ^ (z" '3 ,
we use the discrete variational principle to get
(L_ (z"’‘ -  z" -!’’) -  L+ (z"'' -  z"+l'‘))
=  K+(5t+z"’' +  K_(!i-z"'' +  1+J+ z"'' +
which is the Euler box scheme, and we see that this is equivalent to the derivation 
in subsection 2.2.1. Alternatively, one could simply use the discrete Euler-Lagrange 
equation to get
kT<5+z^'‘ -h L^ig+z"'* -  K -ô ïz^ '^  -  L _6-z^ '' 4- (z"»') =  0,
which is again just the Euler box scheme (3.1).
Proof of Theorem 5.1
Here we show that given any Hamiltonian of the form (5.13), a spatially discrete energy 
conservation law can be derived, and we show how to construct this conservation law 
through simple recursion. We first introduce the notation
where j  =  0,1,2, . . .  and 6  ^ ~  I, To clarify, the operator ôx^  is just the operator acting 
j  times, e.g. =  S^ô^. Based on these definitions, we have
6+S^- =  +  1 odd ^
V j  odd V j  +  1 even
and similarly 
Therefore,
and
S i 'S - iz "  =
where we have used
and Æ'm" =
and we make use of these identities throughout tliis section. 
Now consider the Hamiltonian (5.13) with
E "  =  6- u " ,  S - v ’' ,  ô ^ u " ,  S l v " , . . . ,  <5f
for any M  and N . If we define
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then, using the Hamiltonian equations (3.8), we find that the equations of motion are 
given by the system of ODEs
N  M
6=0 6=0 
Then a conservation law is found by evaluating
N  M
6=0  6=0
A simple substitution yields
N  M M  N
j=0 x=0 i—Q 3=0
which is equivalent to
M  N
9,fi" = Y T ,  . (B.i)
x=0 j=0
where we use
^
along with
% +  j  even % +  j  even
7 odd, J even and % even, j  odd
i even, j  odd I t odd, j  even
=  and ôi>^=5i^+.
The spatially discrete energy conservation law can now be found by showing that the 
individual terms of (B.I) can be written as the sum of finite difference approximations. 
Consider individual terms of the double sum (B.I), and let m =  i -f j .  In order to derive 
a spatially discrete energy conservation law, we must be able to write
k
where depends on fjP and i/" as well as i and j . Here we compute these quantities for 
arbitrary values of m, and write the appropriate recursion relation based on the patterns 
that develop.
First consider the case z + 3 even, with % < j  and i, j  =  0 ,1,2, . . . ,  m. Then we have
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and by adding and subtracting the terms
we obtain
-  (tf;+^'+n"'5r^'+i'" -■5‘+^'+y’*sr*’'^p”) ■
Realizing that the last two terms on the right hand side of this equation are of the same 
form as the left hand side, we can continue in this manner until we reach the final term 
with 1 =  J; and we have in this case
Therefore, for m even
^ -1
-  ‘'"Cm" = Y  (-I)* -  S t  .6=0
Now consider the case r +  j  odd, with r < j  and ®,j — 0,1,2, Then we have
and adding and subtracting the terms
5*,+,^n+ljj-l,-^n+l and
we get
+ 5 j - ‘'"«j - m" =  c  + c  ( 5 r
Just as before we see the beginning of a cycle, and this process can be repeated until we 
reach the final term. Setting z =  k and j  == A; +  1 for some constant 0 < k < m, the final 
term takes the form
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Hence, for m odd we can write m =  2  ^-f 1, and we have
6=1
£
+  Y i - V ~ ' ^ S -  .
6=1
Now, making the appropriate substitutions into (B.I) yields a spatially discrete energy 
conservation law, and the proof is complete.
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